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LEGAL WARNING, particularly for New Readers
By reading this magazine you are entering a Temporary Autonomous Zone {TAZ}.
where normal values, logic and timescales do not apply. At die least you may feel
unable to put the magazine down until you have read it through to the very end. As
you read it. you may also feel strangely mellow and entirely unable to face doing
anything else useful for 24 hours. Alternatively you may feel a sudden urge to have
money extracted painlessly by one of our advertisers. Anydfing may happen and at
the very worst you may enter a Permanent Autonomous Zone (PAZ) of your own
creation.

We describe 405 Alive as Your Bcape from Ortfinary iitemture but be warned that
unwary neophytes have been known to degenerate into hopeiess wrecks gibbering
meaningless phrases such as 'modulator. 'open reel', 'it'nage orthicon', 'telerecording'
and ' lfi  kilocycle line whistle‘. Sadly more is no cure, only deeper addiction.

DO NOT PROCEED FURTHER if you are unsure of your ability to handle
hard-core old technology. You have been warned. This magazine should not be left
out where children or people of an unsympathetic disposition may find it.
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FEW THE EDIITQR non

fl reader refers to our ‘double whammy’ when issues 29 and 30 were sent
out together {see LETTERS). Well, it’s happened again but please rest
assured that having two at once is not intended to be a regular occurrence-

The fact is that publication of this magazine had been slipping and slipping
to the stage that the ‘oflicial’ cover date bore no resemblance to reality {a
bit like the content, perhaps?) Desperate moves were necessary to bring
things back into the discipline of respectable publishing. Well, that’s how
we explain it- Long-term supporters can probably see the logic of the
out—of—season cover dates but it must have been very confusing in the past
when newly signed—up subscribers mceived a magazine with an ancient
cover date.

Talking of subscriptions.-. is it time to renew? For most people it is,
although it may not be because our publisher now accepts subscriptions at
any time of the year (previously we backdated all subscriptions to start with
the first issue of any given year and all subscriptions ended with the fourth
quarter’s issue)- Anyway, please check the label on the envelope and if it
says “expires with issue 32”, please do something about it. We don’t want
to lose you and you’d kick yourself for missing an issue- Why not do it
right now?

Back to the fiiture- lwere fired with confidence for things to come and
look forward to bringing you a publication which should improve with
every year- I have said this before, but the standard of contributed articles is
still improving (in my humble estimation) and with your continuing
support, things can only get better.

Look forward to seeing you here again in 1997’. Enjoy Christmas and the
New Year festivities, then have a great 405 year in 199?. Happy scanning!

Andy Ernm erson-

TECHNICAL NOTE
This magazine is produced on the 405—Iine system. Please make allowances for
occasional reduced definition in illustrations.
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lETTERS; WE GET LETTERS
From Alan Keeling, Harley:
Regarding the Marti}? Kane television series filmed in London
described in issue 29. Yes, the series was screened on lTlt' around 1959
on  Southern Teievision during the  week and Midlands and North (ABC)
at weekends. The production company was IIV-W Programs, who
were responsible for Cisco Kid. Sea Hunt, Diat 999, etc. and the series
was produced in 195 t. I do have an  ‘awful' video copy of an  episode.

rtr Fascinating. Now; does anyone know if the orginarj.
American-made, Mark Saber; was shown over hereii‘il.Fl And what
was the background of the Engh'sh-accented star of the show, Tom
Cannay? ihere is a gtan'ng need for a comprehensive book on
imported serials on British television. How about it, Boxwood Books?

From David Baynes, Winlatan:
Here’s a progress report on the Murphy A539. There’s a very dull
horizontal line on the screen — that's all! I’ve contacted Mauritron for
service information. More progress reports to follow...

from Mike Irycky, Market heaping:
Public Information Films [mentioned in issue 50}. Gosh! i remember
these! Asl  recall they used to be guaranteed a slot before Grandstand
on  Saturday mornings some twenty-odd years ago: the ones I recall
were someone putting their Austin 1103 on its lid because they‘d mixed
crossply and radial tyres on the same axle, likewise various ‘not
recommended ways to kitl yourself, like trying to gas yourself in an
electric oven, or lying across a disused railway track — then [or maybe
this was the same one} someone jamming the wires of their electric drill
into the wall instead of using a ptug, with the earth wire dramatically
creeping its way towards the six-inch nail that our victim had used to
provide the live pin.

Littie did I realise as a small boy that twenty odd years later, the
few minutes before Grandstand would be spent with my fingers poised
over the ‘record' buttons to run the PasB tapes in the Grandstand
studio... _

Regarding the Philco ‘Predicta’ set I saw in Atlanta; 1 can now
confirm it was the model 5410 ‘Princess' that I saw for sale for $200.

From Stan Wanttarr, latchwarlll:
Two more great issues, 29 and  50, are now in my hands! Marvellousi
Although, l'm Eucky to have them because they were addressed to ——
and had been to - 16 Western Way. Fortunately the postman or
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someone had written "Try 86' on them and  they found me. I 'm
planning to advise your publishing office.

i was pieased to see Roy Hudd mentioned in the issue 29 as
Patron. l was a Huddtrnes script contributor some time back. Before I
became ill and had to stop that and was also medically retired from
my day job. One reason why 405 Alive is so good for me... it filis time
well. As does my archiving of soundfvision and collecting of relative
books.

A while back someone mentioned the caption for the BBC North
of England News. A good print of it appears in Television Graphics
by Douglas Merritt, published in 198? by Trefoil Publications. Great
illustrations in the book, although it is very inaccurate about the first lT‘v'
franchise hoiders.

The history of'lT'vr (Shutttrng the Pack) in issue 50 answers a iot
of my blank spaces. | wilt refer to that often. Thanks. Mt’fttshire Words
(p. 59 of issUe 29) is a lso  good food for the mind of an  ATV worshipper!

Amos n‘Andy show was a BBC-shown series. The last time |
recali it being repeated was on Saturday afternoons in the 'before
Grandstand days. Stranger than Fiction, with that marvellous Bert
Weedon theme and Fabian of Ihe Yard , I recall, were repeated too
on Saturday afternoons around the same time.

When I look through the ads it is good to see the current value
put on books which I have treasured and kept in mint condition. Most
notably IT'lilr 1963. Mine does have spine intact {i}, I'm g lad  to say.

Going back, an afterthought, on Amos h'Ana}: it does seem
strange that  people take an anti-racial view at that show. Sammy
Davis Jr. always kept the ‘Kingiish' catchphrases in his act: "Holy
Mackerel" and "We's gonna have a meet'n at the lodge hail!“ and he
had, according to what one has read, suffered racial taunts. A
documentary a while back even claimed raciai discrimination over
Rochester in the Jack Benny Program. Having some of those shows on
video, I detect no signs where that could be upheld.

The ‘Thames’ link questions. I seem to recall that the  white word
Thames on  black background was animated with the famous musical
notes which accompanied the 'skyline’ ident. The word Thames would
appear when the blank screen split horizontally rather as it used to
divide at the start of Thames advertising breaks. The end caption said
From Thames. Also, I think it must have been done to match up on the
'Network’ with the 'no ident, iust the name' early policy of London
Weekend Television. Although, the Thames skyline in monochrome
was the station ident trom the start. Not seen on the Network for
introducing programmes until colour arrived i n  1969. From tendon
Weekend Television“ was seen at the starttend of programmes and
was also shown on the company stationery. ‘This is London Weekend
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Tetevision’ was the simple station ident used on still caption and also
appeared on company vehicles. Clever. Well, I'm easily impressed!

Anyway, another batch of memories which I hope are useful to
4t]5—ers. Again thanks tor the fine books. Anyone who questions value
for money... silly. Invaluable, that is my opinion.

From John P .  Hamilton, London:
Congratulations on the New Look to the magazine. How pretty they are
in their His and Her colours. Very fetching ! And what a feast of
memory—evoking articies and letters in numbers 29 and 3E].

Delighted that our old friend Roy Hudd has consented to be our
new patron. Did you see that he was also honoured by being Sit: Down
in the Daily Telegraph crossword number 21,991 on Sept. 50th.? That's a
hell at a long time to wait for true fame.

l was glad to  see that Julian Levene had contacted you in his
painstaking search for the  Buddy Holiy footage. He rang Dolls and  me
some time ago and came round for a long chat about {floorIr for Cars.
We put him in touch with Joan Kemp Welch and her husband, Peter
Moffat who, in the fifties was stage manager on the show. They
confirmed from Peter's logbook that Holly had appeared on Cars as a
late addi t ion to one that Joan had directed. The group rushed straight
from London Airport to the Wembley Studios and mimed an item from
an LP. Holly also did a brief interview with Kent Walton - that being
very unusual — which Kent remembered well when Julian rang him.

And — talking of Cars, thanks for the belated piece about the
show. Since meeting Julian and after digging out my two year’ s worth
at scripts and associated memorabilia, l‘m thinking of doing a longer
history of the show. [Yes pleasefi t have quite a few pictures taken in
the studio and the gallery during my spell with it. -

We used many talented dancers and choreographers and they
deserve t o  be remembered. We also had a great range of guest
artistes miming their latest releases, many of them “first plays' of Top
Ten material. Brian Taylor, who was one of the number of directors who
had a bash at Cars, mentions his experiences in his autobiography
Grandfather? Tales. published two years ago. Nobody else seems to
have chronicled what was a very innovative programme. i‘ve been
tel l ing Kent Walton for years that he  ought t o  write his story but so far
he hasn‘t made the effort, which is a pity because he  has a very good
memory and a lot of memorabilia, as he proved when we contacted
him with Julian Levene. If 1 get round to my version, it will be a long
story and may have to be serialised. _

! tound the two pieces about HDF at Highbury very interesting
indeed. In the early fifties, although at the BBC, a number of us had
worked on our off-duty days for Harry Alan Towers as he churned out
his shows for the continental commercial [radio] stations. I d id  effects
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on grams on many of them at 55 Portland Place, in the International
Broadcasting Company studio. Actually, some of the productions were
quite spectacular with good scripts and  all-star costs. I recall Captain
Hombiower with Olivier in the lead, and a very exciting treatment of A
i'aie of Two Cities. The three guineas or so that H.A.T. paid us almost
doubled our BBC pittances in those days. But, they were hard work as
Harry expected value for his money. One series, narrated by Orson
Welles, and based on tales from Scotland Yard's Black Museum, had to
be recorded in the middle of the night because Welles was, at that
time, a refugee from the Inland Revenue of the USA and  led a
clandestine existence in London earning a crust from Harry. He was
fortified, as i remember with many a bottle of brandy. [These radio
seriais have recentiy been reieased on compact cassette under the
Hodder Headiine banner]

Anyway, that connection with H.A.T. took me to HDF at Highbury
in the summer of 1954, where they were making pilot commercials for
the rapidly approaching lT'v' and cinema market. l was hired to do spot
effects on some early commercials for Schweppes tonic water. The star
was Richard 'lv‘lr. Pastry‘ Hearne as a mad explorer in the African
iungle. The director was IQuentin Lawrence who sadly died much too
young, but was a very good drama man from the BBC. He later came
to Associated-Rediffusion and did a few plays. Other BBC friends
involved were Bimbi Harris and the late Audrey Starratt, who were
both there because of their vast knowledge on the video side. It was
like old home week, as l have known Bimbi for many years together in
BBC Radio, A—RTli and later at l_WT. We remain good friends to this day.

It will be interesting to see it anyone out there knows the reasons
for the sudden demise of HDF. Where’s Harry? Does anybody know ? Is
he still with us, or gone to the great studio in thesky? Someone must
know. [He ’5 sriii making hints, as he recounted iasr March to Sheridan
Moriey on BBC Radio Four: The occasion was to piug these new radio
programme rapes]

Moving on to Issue 50, l was glad to see that old friend" Pip
Wedge has renewed his subs from far-off Toronto. He and I keep in
touch via cassette letters and exchange music tapes at intervals. i
thank him for his kind words about the 40th Anniversary knees-up at the
longhorn Hotel last September. We may do it again for the 45th in
Centennial year —— or not in Centennial year if you are a believer, as I
am, that it won‘t arrive until 1st January Efifll. [Quite night... we’re
stickier for accuracy herei Who said pedaniflfi And I forgive you, Andy,
for losing my piece about the do in your machinery.

Re Tony Carrie's addition of David Hamilton ( no relation ) to the
list of Continuity Announcers. For reasons too long to go into here, |
directed the last three programmes of Take Your Pick with Michael
lvliles for the about-to-lose—the-franchise Rediffusion in the summer of
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1963. We had to take them out of Wemblev studios to let LWT in, to
start stockpiling programmes for their August start-up. We did two rye
as OBs, one in Birmingham and one in Blackpool at the Winter
Gardens. The verv last of all was recorded in Tyne-Tees's studio in
Newcastle. Michael Miles was taken iil on the first dav in the studio
and we had to hold over for three davs until he recovered. I remember
meeting David Hamilton in the pub across the road from the studio. We
had a long chat — we had never met before — and i understood that he
was working there in continuitv. We have the pleasure of hearing him
here in London as he  currentlv works for Melodyr FM, usuallv on the
daybreak shitt. He is as good as ever.

What an excellent condensation of the historv of ITV in Simon
Coward's Shuffifng The Pack. Reallv first class, and will save davs
wading through the  — so far - tour volumes of Independent Terevrsron
r'n Brfrorh, the official Macmillan publication. All the nuggets are in the
Kaleidoscope piece. Welt done.

You ask, in your own piece, Who Remembers Aid-Mags ? The
answer from Jim Pople, Daphne Shadwell and myself would suppiv a
chorus at “We do!". Manv of us trained on them as sprog' directors
because the fullv-fledgeaI directors thought them beneath their dignitv.
And they were damned difficult and, theretore, excellent training
material. Most of the ones we did at A—R were live with limited
rehearsal times and the absolute necessity for accurate timing when six
or seven items were packed into the average 12?: minute running time.

We also had a tough time with our own componv Sales
Department staff who were trving to impress the client‘s agencv reps in
order to get more business, and the reps themselves ail thought thev
could direct their own one or two minutes' participation better than the
director assigned to the job. The crews all thought thev were a bit at a
bore (except for the occasional 'Lovelv to Look At’ tvpe ad-mag with
lots of lissom models drifting about the set} and rated them not much
higher than the Epilogues as being worthv of their expertise.

t quite enjoved some at mine in a masochistic sort of way.
Amongst them I can remember such gems as Moriarty for Men with Mac
Hoblev, Elizabeth London and Howard Pavs [the male star lead of
Sixpenny Corner; and still an active agent} as presenters. Another was
Storegozrng with Anthonv Dawes, Lillian Grassorn and Reginald Marsh.
The narrator of that one  was a verv distinguished super voice, Manning
Wilson. Peter Haigh and Jane Maxwelt co-presented Shopping For You
and Sheila Matthews, star at the Opening Night Varietv show in 1955
and of her own 'Fridav‘s Girl‘ programme, was the presenter for On
Wew. We even managed to work in a song a week tram Sheila in that
one with Tommyr Harrison at the piano. Mv longest run was with the
comedian who read from the newspaper, the late George Martin. That
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one was called By George and he carried the whole show himself. And
without auto-cue!

I don't think any at the directors was too upset when Harold
Wilson put the block on the format after Pilkington. The in-house Sales
Dept. staff missed them because they lost their trips to the studios
where everything was happening. Most of them spent the rest of their
lives selling space on the telephone. Nearly all of us had a bash at
Jims inn at some time or other. The camera positions hardly ever
changed as the characters, llimmy, Jack, young Zlohn Sherlock and girls
feli into their places automatically at the bar or in the kitchen and,
apart from the pack-shots, the show practically shot itself. And they
were ali very nice people to work with.

From Bob Hetherwoy, Bristol:
A friend and l were discussing the pace of television in the 1960s and
how we used to have these short public service information films during
programme breaks instead of ali this visual mush that there is today.
Why oh why does there have to be such a dreadful rush to go from one
item to another, when there could, on occasions, be a Radio S-type
pause before the next programme is due to start? Perhaps I will write
to the BBC and pose the question to them. Yes, it is always nice to look
back and appreciate the way in which we used to make use of time in
between programmes. I am looking forward to the next issue of the
revamped 405Aiive.

e Yes, someone once expiained to me that the pauses on Eool'o 3 are
to iet the tunes carryr on going round in your head and come
grracei‘uiiyr to a stand. rather iiire ietting the record stop gentiy
instead of whisking it off. it’s a nice thought and the pause adds
dignity to the music.

From Brian Renfortll, Sondytord:
Well done to the Radiophile team for doing a great job and many
thanks for the as usuai superb issues! The highlight for me was Simon
Coward’s article Shuihling The Pack on the EW contractors, superb stuff
indeed. My own tribute in issue 28 was from published information so
l'm delighted to see that someone has realiy dug deep for the info we
want to read aboutl I had no idea regarding the 1?:54 renewals for
instance, nor, as  Tony Currie mentioned, the 19m l'i’si colour strike!

The JOE-line {eta} transmitter list was another corker.
One correction i can give was that Belmont "v'HF (and UHF colourj
transmitted Anglia Teievision programmes from 20.12.65 (VHF) and
24.5.11 {UHF} until being reallocated to Yorkshire Television on 50th
July 19H. From that date Belmont transmitted TT‘U' on both iii-IF and
UHF transmitters.
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When did the BBC open their last 405-line transmitter? We
all know that the lTA's Newhaven relay, opened on 5.8.?0 was their
last. Apparently I believe this transmitter was scheduled to open in
1969, but was delayed as priority had to take place at Emley Moor.

Three Rivers Television? Well, Tyne Tees Television, 5? years
on became ‘Channel 5 North East‘ from 6pm on Monday, 2nd
September i996!

Those of us who knew 4UB-line 1|llHF television will know that
it was possible in some locations to receive different IT’v‘ contractors
{e.g. Membury ATWCentral at VHF and SouthernlWS from Hannington
at UHF}. I remember when BBCl North East and Cumbria divided
around 1935 ”so that the Cumbria region was served by Manchester,
this caused some letters of protest. One such letter read out said that
the writer was prepared to rig up an old channel 5 aerial to see Mike
Neville alter the change took place! A little too late of course
unfortunately. From the early 1?90s parts of the Cumbria region were
re—allocated to the Newcastle area; Mike now works for TIT, sorry
CSNE...

From Dinosaur Dave Grant. Bromley:
Anyway, there are some good articles in the mags. {Only semis?r -
Edri‘orj I found Mr. Howett’s bit about Bill ’v‘inten particularly interesting
{he is after all something of a folk hero around these parts). Why have
most "v'inten products been named after birds? [Good quesrrbn]
I almost feel I should write an article on the last days of the TV Theatre!

—:- You have just for yourself in for somerhrhg!

From Brian Rentortll. Sandytord:
Got some time to give some feedback on some older issues, having a
re—read of them recently. They're a few things I've missed!

Terry Martini on the REA Educational W System {issue 22): The Decca
receivers he recalls sound like the Schools' MonitorlReceiver as
described by Nick Lyons in the September WIFE issue of Television.
Both dual and single-standard versions were available, whilst a similar
set was also available to the public as the Decca 'Professional' 23 in
196?.1'68. Some of the single—standard models were fitted with turret
tuners covering bands | 8: ll, the latter to suit certain Post Otlice relay
equipment. They apparently functioned well, the weak point being the
line output transformer. I've never seen one of these sets so perhaps
others who rememberl'serviced them would like to comment?

ill-IS Video Recorders suitable for dos-lines: Another model to add is
the Hitachi ‘v‘T1 H19 twin-speed Dolby stereo machines available
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around 1934. They were also available as the Granada VHS AHE and
may stiil be available ex—rentai. They handle 405-line playback well
with no  ghosting though the servos go haywire on picture search. As
another tip, the infra-red remote control for the Ferguson
SiififlDER—Baird 8941!? works perfectly with this model and vice versal

The superb J’v'C HRiEUfliFerguson 5V2? machines have been
mentioned before. Many are around on the second hand market at
excellent prices. Grandata, who advertise in i'eiew'srbn, stock overhaul
kits for just £10. What we've a l l  overlooked, however, is that later
versions featured modifications, such as a combined servoiMDA panel.
I recently purchased a JVC HRTEUU with the combined panel (and
other modifications such as the pre-setter board which is not
compatible with earlier versions) which unfortunately produces
ghosting on 405 lines, aithough not as severe as on some VCRs I've
seen. Have others come across this? Excellent servicing features on
these machines can be found in the January and February 1??? issues
of Teie vision.

Front Philip Wedge, Toronto:
Thanks for the latest {and very good-looking) editions of JUEAiive.

I hate to disagree with the fountain of (most) lTli wisdom, and a
very good friend into the bargain, John P. Hamilton, and the whole
business is reaily quite trivial, i guess, but the Associated-Rediffusion
children's programme into which we inserted the Mickey Mouse Club
segments [405 Aiive #30, Summer 19%] was definitely not t i t led
Disney Wonderiand when it started, though it may have been given
that title later.

It was a Friday afternoon programme, at 5 o‘clockl think, and the
whole point of my previous letter was that, in the face of Disney‘s
demands for their company identification to be associated with the
name of the show, preferably by our calling it Mickey Mouse Ciub, we
were able to negotiate a deal for the material to be used in segments
within a show whose title had nothing whatever to do with the Disney
organisation or any of their cartoon characters.

John Rhodes was Head of Children's at the time, and wouid
perhaps remember if he's still around. Marc Miller was directing
children's programmes at around that time, but whilst i know he  did the
Tuesday 5pm show, I don‘t remember if he also did the Friday edition.

To settle the matter perhaps old copies of TV iimes for the
195fl1véfl era are accessible in the archives, if anyone realty cores?

1 much enioyed the  Simon Coward piece “Shuffling the Pack", on
the awarding of the first lT'v' licences in 1954. His mention of the
amendment of the name of the London Monday-to-Friday licensee to
Associated-hyphen-Rediffusion reminded me of an  incident during my
days in 1955—56 as General Manager of Musical Facilities Ltd. This
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music company was formed bv Sir John Barbirolli to service all aft-R's
music needs, after he had been contracted to act  as Music Adviser to
A—R, in addition to conducting the fortnightlv Halie orchestra concerts
from the Walthamstow Town Hall, which were directed bv Kenyon
Erarvs—Roberts.

in addition to Steve Race, and i-lalfe Orchestra General
Manager Ken I‘Cricicmore, the fourth Director was lawver Arnoid {later
Lord) Goodman, who during the early, trving davs of horrendous
financial tosses, was heard to comment wrvlv that sometimes it
appeared that the hvphen was the onlv thing holding the companvr
together.

And vour piece about Admags in general, and Jim's Inn in
particular, reminded me of a storv which mov be apocrvphal, but mav
still be worth repeating. When a nev-hired secretary in the Tim's Inn
production office wanted to send something to Jim, she said to a
colieague: "Now, Jim lives in Uckingham, doesn‘t he?“

“No, dear,‘ came the answer. "Effingham'.
And finallv and apropos of alosolutr—éhvr nothing at all, l was going
through some old Tfls the other dav and came across an FDH Mood
Music record of Ffowrhg Stream Iov Jack Payne's piano-playing wife
3ovce Cochrane. This was the theme tune for a vervr good weekiv soap
called Manx Britten, MD. which was produced Iov Southern Television
and seen on  Saturdav afternoons from the  start of their service in 1958.
The series starred Brenda Bruce, the wife of Southern's first Managing
Director, Roy Rich, but never to my knowledge made it onto the
network.

Continued success in your much appreciated efforts.

From Jim Pople, lvme Regis:
Enclosed a few comments on  ever on—going subiects for vour
consideration. The magazine goes from strength to strength so
congratulations.
Fan and Scan was perfected and in use at Associated-Rediffusion
certaintv by early 1‘953. At the time I was directing weekiv cinema
programmes coiled Cfose—Up and 8,00!!nt {bv alternating what was
basicallv the same programme under differing titles, it got over the
quota for clips}. At the time, A—RTV was the onlv companv that 20th
Centurv Fox would a i low to screen Cinemascope clips. It was
necessaryr to rehearse and cue the telecine operator at WH Kingswav
EWH= Television House]. Usually it worked unless two people were
sitting at opposite ends of a iarge dining table! For those interested,
the theme music used was Lights offisbon bv Tonv Osborne.

Smali Time 'Tum' was devised, drawn and presented by Patrick Bovle.
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Mickey Mouse Club. I have a hazy memory of directing Mickey
Mouse Club at A—RW under that title in Studio 8 at WH Kingsway, but it
was presented by an avuncular actor named Royston Tickner. Was this
before it changed its name and was presented by Howard Williams?
Perhaps Pip Wedge or someone can confirm.

l think Dicky Howett has me mixed up with someone else. l can find no
reference to correspondence from me in Issue 26, although I do fully
concur with the comments ascribed to me.

From Vaughan Stringer. Wealdstane:
i very much enjoyed issues 29 and at}. The new covers look very slick
and the idea of having Roy Hudd as our patron is an excellent one.

Fram Andy Howlett, Dukinfield:
Still reeling from the recent double whammy of 435 —— it’s good to see
that the combined operation with fire Eaaiaphtte is helping things
along.

I was talking t o  a triend the other evening, and as we are both
EX'W engineers, the conversation inevitabiy turned in that direction.
Once we'd dealt with the usual stories of incandescent Philips Gd sets,
buzzing Thorn 1400s., etc., much hilarity was raised by the memories
concerning the horrors to be found under customers’ carpets, namely
the infamous twisted-wire mains lead ioints insulated (if that is the right
word} with Sellotape, Band-Aid, parcel tape and even brown paper.
The extended lead would snake its way diagonally across the floor, to
emerge in the opposite corner behind the pile oi newspapers and
magazines. But the thing that really got us laughing was this: why was
there always a collection at shoes under the telly? Sometimes neatly
arranged in pairs, sometimes a seemingly random selection, usually
men's. Of course this situation had to change in the early eighties,
when the video recorder filled the space under the set. Perhaps it was
iust a local phenomenon, or iust maybe it was nation-wide — perhaps
other readers will tell us of their experiences.

Just a finai question, this time serious. in the mid sixties, when we
were trying to decide which colour system to adopt, the alternatives
were NTSC, SECAM and PAL. Apparently, two 'new‘ systems were put
forward, namely GUAM and NlR —- does anyone know anything about
these? Incidentally, the Internet correspondence concerning the
'pedestal' was most interesting, but nobody actually answered the
question. Why does the video sit on a slightly raised block level?

s Good questions! An urgent ptea went out to our technicat brains
and this answer was received from Jeffrey Bettina-kn.
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QUAM = flLladrature impliinde Modulation
This is a generic term that encompasses EAL and NTSC and possibly other
proposed systems {hut not SECflM] where the colour information is carried
by both the phase and amplitude of the sub-carrier.

Pedestal
My belief is that it existed to help the rather dubious flyback blanking on
early receivers. The idea is to push the whole blanking interval below black
level, thus making it invisible. It does not save transmitter power; it actually
uses power that could otherwise be employed on the video or sync! It
survives in NTSG as a historic and useless remnant

The 405 system had pedestal at some times in its history. At the end
of 435 there was definitely no pedestal in the spec.

e Many thanks Jeni! We also posted the question on the internet and
had an amazing response...

Early receivers did not have any flyback blanking. The pedestal allows a bit
of leeway in adjusting the brightness without seeing the flyback lines. The
frarne flyback lines were the most obvious as lines angled to the horizontal
whose spacing and angle depend on the flyhack speed. I'm sure the ails-line
system had a pedestal originally. I don‘t know how big it was or when it was
abandoned.

Eric Putt i patte@atgonet.co.ak

I thought the Pedestal was put there to clearly define a difference between
black in a picture and GET cut-off defined by blanking level. This was to
eliminate any possibility of horizontal retrace lines while providing control
of what low levels looked like in the picture. It is also my understanding
that horizontal retrace turned out not to he as big a problem as originally
envisioned especially with modern receivers.

Lloyd Ferguson, CBC Engineering, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

The explanation that I always heard was that when TV signals were relayed
over phone links and UHF links, the risk was always there of damaging the
black level to due the blanking level DC restorer circuits which were
vacuum tube circuits then. This only applied for the days of  new TV. 1iii-“131:1

color was added, the set-up was retained for brightness and contrast
compatibility, but buy that time more new equipment was solid-state and
the need for set—up was decreasing, hut it stayed.

I assume that the early color systems that you referred to were either
higher bandwidth fiflI-Iz versions of NTSC, or versions of PfiL without
features like swinging burst and Bruch sequences.

Gary]; Sanders, KP. Engineering, Sanders Media Adventures, Inc.

From Television Engineering Handbook {Revised Edition 1992} by Benson
revised by Whitaker, in section 5.3.2 —

"...A small amplitude range between the black level and a higher
level, the blanking level, is used as a guard interval. This is the set-up. It
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facilitates the separation of video modulation from synchronising and also
avoids distortion in the blacks from the circuits — limiters or clamps — which
maintain the blanking level.“

The original Television Engineering Handbook edited by Fink [lst
ed.,  195 13"] notes the "...in monochrome transmissions it is the United States
standard to maintain the set-up as near to rare as possible" while later in
the same chapter, it acknowledges that the "Luminance-modulation
Standards, American Compatible Color System" [i.e., MI'NTSC} has a 15
unit set-up. From'this, I suspect that the concept of set-up between black
level and hlanking level was introduced about the time of the US NTSC
color TV system development, i.e., post—Will early 19505. That is just a
guess. I have no idea whether the competing CBS color system had a
non-zero set-up level.

In a SMPI'E Journal article of February, 1983, Pritchard and Gibson
("Worldwide Color Television Standards - Similarities and Differences")
note that a system referred to as NIR [or SEW IV] was developed in the
USSR. It consisted of alternating lines of [1] an NTSC—lilte signal using an
AM and PM suhcarrier, and [2] a reference signal used for demodulation.
There was a linear and nonlinear version. According to the article, NIP.
were never implemented or used for commercial broadcast. Hope this is
helpful.

M. Baker {who misses this staff a lot}, HIST; Holmdel, N}.

>find in the mid sixties, whenwe Europeans were trying to decide which
>colour system to adopt, two ‘new* systems were put forward, namely
>QUfiM and NIH does anyone know anything about these?

I behave you mean SEQUAM. this was a flavour of SEW with FM carriers
in quadrature. _

SECAMA which was similar was invented by the Russians, I believe
it was used in anger at one time. I have a business card somewhere from the
then head of the Russian TV Institute who I believe said he was responsible
for it.

NIR was a German proposal involving FM PfiL. There was also a
system that was essentially similar proposed by Peters of the BBC. This was
described in Wireless World must have been around 1956-63. I think Mike
Cox also played around with it, he built test rigs for nearly every system at
the time. Helll probably have answers to all these questions.

Richard Crosoer, Green way UK

NIH alternates lines of ‘standard’ NTSC-style {ELM-modulated chrome with
lines of reference carrier as a ‘chroma’ signal with the same amplitude
modulation as the NTSC line but of constant phase. At the receiver a
one-line delay is used to alternately delay the NTSC and reference lines so
that the reference line subcarrier can be used to demodulate the NTSC line.
The idea was that the reference line would suffer the same transmission
path phase distortions as the NTSC lines and thus when demodulated the
chroma phase errors would be cancelled and hue errors not be seen. It
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suffered from noise problems in low chroma areas. Hope this is of interest.
My own views and not necessarily those of the BBC.

Bill Bulford. BBC.

And the last word...
I have found a printed handout I was given long ago while attending a
course at the 3305 Engineering Training Department. I quote a part of it.

Television Fundamentals I — The television wavefitrm
Significant amplitude levels occurring in the complete television waveform
are as follows :-

Svnc. level is at zero amplitude
Blanking level is at 30% of the complete signal amplitude
Peak white is at 100% [i.e. peak amplitude].

Until recently;r a margin of 5% of the complete signal had been allowed
between blanking level and black level of the picture signal, this margin
being termed 'Pedestal'. The purpose of. the 'pedestal‘ was to allow a slight
variation of black level at the receiver without flybaclr. lines [which are at or
below blanking level] becoming visible on dark pictures.

At 1i1e present time definite 1Pedestal' has been discontinued and black
level may coincide with blanking level. 19.11.64]

Eric Putt l pufle@argonet.co. uk

MODULATORS. AN APOEOGY
We unwittinglyr caused offence in a 'help’ panel at t he  back of the last
issue where we said that a particular modulator design published some
while back in Television magazine gave only moderate results. The
author  of the design, who is a reader of this magazine, feels this  remark
may be misleading and suggests anv poot performance could arise
from faultvr construction. We agree and are happy to publish this
clarification.

'I'ES'I' PATTERNS ON THE INTERNET
There is a web site that has 11  downloadable test patterns, as well a
a number  of inline images . The URL is: _ -
htrpy’fivwwping. at/users/stafluned/fi’OOM If. hrml

Alan Bet:
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WINDOWS 95
Tired of the boring opening and shutdown messages that come with
Windoze95? How about some genuinelyr charming views of glowing
valves?!? Use the Internet to download them from

boom megaboud. fi7~jtofonenfgq€ubefogafiubefogafirm!

Folks not using Mndowsfiifi can save these in .GIF format, by clicking on
the image using the right mouse button within Netscape 2.01 or better,
and selecting "save image as...‘.

Many' thanks to Ross KB9JIR and Roger A. ltr'lcCarttglr for these pointers.

It looks like the real thing but in fact this Em its-on camera is a
scale model made by Bernard King, just II inches long.
Amazing!
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GOOD NEWS
Tony Clayden advises that Alexandra Palace has been granted Grade II
listed building status. And not before time! Now all we need is some lottery
or millennium money...

MEGARET BAIRD .
Margaret Baird, widow of IL. Baird, has died at her home in Hamilton aged
39. A professional pianist, she had a lively personality which she had
retained into old age. [From NBWNews, vol. 22, no. I ]

PERCY EDWARDS
Percy Edwards, famed for his animal imitations, died around the F'th June
1996. He was 38 and born at Ipswich, Suffolk. He could personate
realistically some 599 different animal and bird calls, and appeared many
years ago on Ted Ray’s radio show, Roy’s A Laugh, and Educating Archie,
which starred Peter Brough and Archie Andrews. Percy Edwards first
appeared in public at the age of 12 doing his impressions in a local village
hall. He first broadcast in 1929. [From Vintage fight Mme, Autumn 1996.]

DAVID DAVIS -
We also note the death of David Davis on 29th April, 1995 at the age of 9? .
Not a television personality, he was, however, known to millions of radio
listeners to the BBC’s Children ’3 Hour programnms. He started on the
programme in 1935 as a piano accompanist but it was for his cultured and
beautiful speaking voice he was best known. He retired from the BBC’s
Drama department in 191m. [Condensed from Vintage Light Music, Autumn1996.}

IVDR MILLS
Ivor Mills, to the public known best as an I'IN newsreader, died earlier this
year. He worked as a producer, editor and presenter of programmes first forthe BBC and Irish radio as well as for Ulster Television. After work with the
BBC World Service and Southern Television, he achieved his ambition to
foin ITN in 1965. He shared presentation of the early evening programmes
and became the main presenter of the weekend programmes until he
returned to ITN’s ‘hard news’ team in 195?. There he remained until 19:76,
when he embarked upon a new [and equally distinguished, if less public] I
career with the Post Office [later British Telecom} as head of public affairs.
A very kindly and human person, he was also a marvellous raconteur and to
be in his company was unalloyed pleasure. [AB]
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COMJNG EVENTS
Ray Herbert invites you to watch out for the following:

2nd November BBC TV Horizon programme on early television.
6th November BBC TV til} Watching the Box, Tomorrow’s World.
13th November Talk at the EB, Savoy Place, London on ].L. Baird

by Ralph Barrett GEFQS. Starts at 15.30 [tea at no
charge begins at 13.03]. Visitors welcome.

Date not fixed. BBC TV The Peopfe’s Century programme on
pro-war television.

[All television schedules subject to last-minute change]

BRITISH POP SHOWS
fin urgent plea from Kaleidoscope...
Kaleidoscope researcher Richard Down, co-editor of the entire range of this
highly regarded series of reference books, is currently working on a
Kaleidoscope File covering classic British music shows from the sixties to
the present day, which is due for publication Eater this year. Containing the
definitive guide to every single edition ofTop of the Pops and many other
music programmes, listing artists, songs, untransmitted appearances and
other matters of note, the research is utmost complete and the volume looks
like it will prove hugely popular. However, there are siil] some small gaps,
so we are publishing this appeal in an attempt both to fill them and
increase the existing range of the guide. If you have any information of any
description on any Top of the Pops edition, or any other music programme
and wish it to be included, please write to Richard at the address below:

Richard Down
Kaleidoscope Publishing
4?  hshton Road, Ashton Gate
Bristol.

flny contributions would be gratefully received and will get full
acknowledgement in the published guide. Richard looks forward to hearing
from you.

BUY THEM NUWI
According to Which magazine, {September 1996, page 2?] banana plugs are
to he outlawed in the EU. The reason is they fail electrical safety standard
ENEDUES because the plug could be inserted accidentally in a European
two-pin mains socket, which could lead to electric shock Of course our
shuttered flat pin sockets prevent this potential tragedy occurring in Britain.

This is a courageous decision on the part of the EU; no doubt as well
they will ban the sale of naiis, small screws and instrument screwdrivers,
which can also be inserted in Continental mains sockets [and in nostrils,
ears, eyes and other more fundamental orifices of the anatomy}. Please tell
me I’m dreaming this... or is it inst poor research. Thank goodness I have a
modest stock of banana plugs already.
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COLLECTORS" FAIR
“We would like to announce Euro Collectors Festival on 1? and 8 December
1996, which takes place in Belgium, Gent, Flanders Expo in different halls.
This is one of the largest Collectors fairs in Europe. More than 1,991]
participants are expected to take part in the Festival. Almost everything
that is collected will be there. This event is supported by the most
important collectorsmagazines in Europe!

Because the theme or collectibles you are interest in will he offered
at this Mega event, we thought this information could he of any interest to
you. At the moment we have received applications from Holland, Germany,
Great Britain, France, Luxembourg, Denmark, Sweden, Portugal, and even
from the Ukraine. At the same time we organise a very prestigious election:
The European Collector of the Year, chosen by an International jury of
professionals. The winner gets 1999 dollars. If you know important
collectors in Europe, please tell them We send info via E—mail or a dossier
by post. Hoping that this information will be of interest to you.”

Robert Koesharto, Organiser EURO COLLECTORS FESTIVAL,
KRUGERSTRAAT 213, B-2660 ANTWERP, BELGHM.

HUNTING DOWN THOSE FEE-WAR SETS
Collectors searching for an elusive television receiver from before the war
normally make the assumption these will he found only within the service
area of the London television station, and this is a very reasonable
assumption to make. It is, however, wrong.

A recent conversation with Howard Parker, who worked immediately
after the war in GEC’s regional radio trade sales office in Birmingham,
relates that despite bombings and other catastrophes, GEC and other
manufacturers emerged from the war with considerable stocks of television
receivers which had been unsold when the war started in 1939.

These sets were brought out of the warehouses in 1946 and
refurbished for sale. Many were in fact shipped up to Birmingham ready for
the start of the Midlands television service in 1949. Hmvard had the task of
retuning them from the London channel to the new Sutton Coldfield
frequency. In view of this, collectors would be mistaken if they assumed
pre—war This would only be found in the London area or aligned only on
channel 1.

NEW BOUKS
The second edition of the Guinness Book of Classic TV is out. It’s a
heavyweight paperback and would be worth sizing up at W.H. Smiths or
your favourite bookshop. Another new book announced at the Antique
Wireless Association {AWA} Meet in Rochester, NY concerns valves
{vacuum tubes}. Authored by Ludwell Sibley, well known expert on tubes
and writer of  many articles in the Old Timers Bulletin [OTB], Antique Radio
Classified [ARC] and in many Radio Club newsletters across the USA and
around the world.

"Tube Lore“ A Reference for Users and Collectnrs by Ludwail Sibley.
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For serious tube users, coilectors and admirers: a new iook into tubes, 1929
to now. Here's what it contains:
.1. Trends in Tube Design: History of major styles that shaped the indusn'y

— acorns, metals, loictels, miniatures and subminiature, lighthouse,
nuvistors, compactrons. Includes odd design variants and special
‘reliable’ types.

5* Receiving and Audio Tubes: ‘Prehistoric’ tyms from 25 tiny
manufacturers as weil as the big guys — information on a int of
coilectable tubes in one place. Basic tech data on lots of iater types, both
common and little known, and on early CRTs. Includes manyr types not
found in ouiinaiy tube manuals.
Military Types: A researched and insightful iist of Signal Corps "EFT’
tubes; the biggest list yet seen of early Navy type numbers; coverage of
Canadian ‘REL’ tubes.
Unique Types from major makers: De Forest, Eimac, GE, Raytbeon, R845,
Sylvania, Weslinghouse. 13-page chapter on Western Electric, with new
information.

*3! User‘s Guide: Ideas on tesn'ng, adapting, repairing, reactivating,
identifying, the faint-marked ones, reading date codes, detecting the real
maker of private-brand tubes, turning random lots into usable repair
stock.

*9- Special-Purp-ose and Transmitting Types: Covers the familiar ones and
lots of unknown types. ‘Regular’ tubes, plus magnet-ens, klystrons,
thyratons, ignitrons, camera tubes, etc. Capsulized characteristics on
2399 ‘specials’ from 5512 to 9919. Heips identify that just-found
‘whatnit’. {Everybody knows a 5922 is a premium EDIE, but what about
the 2399?] For many types, identifies the equipment — civilian or
military — that used the tube.
Relates speciais to their regular prototypes.
TV Sweep Tubes: Eight audio amps and 23 amateur transmittersflinears
that use them; tech characteristics; hints on substituting as the originals
get scarcer and more expensive.

'9' Emotion Prices: For collectible and audio tubes, from six major sales
Rochester, Dearborn, Highstown}.

I i.‘
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Contains 135 pages, 3-112“ 1: 11" softbound. Price, postpaid: $19.95 in North
flmerioa; $24.95 elsewhere. Discounts available to clubs on group orders.
Shipment starts September 39, 1996.

Send your name, address and a check made out to: Ludweli Sibley, 44 E.
Main Sheet, Flemington, N] 98822, USA.

OLD BOOK
If  you remember:

The Tingha and Tucker Club;
The Stylophone;
The National Anthem after every film at the cinema;
The Magic Robot Game;
K—E-Y—H—S-H—fl-M;
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*3 Eight—track cartridge car stereos;
*e and a further 24'} long-gone pieces of our lives.
...you will enjoy owning a copy of Bnygones. Originally published in 1933;
this was the book that kicked off the media nostalgia boom. Having quickly
sold out its original print ran, it was thought to be out of print until last
month; when about a hundred copies were unearthed in a warehouse. First
come, first served, at £8.99 including postage and packing. Bajgones is
available from:
A.R..T.V. Ltd
RU. Box 6
Millom
[A19 SEA. _
Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to 3111?.

NEW BOOK
“fin a recent trip to Portland I picked up a real nice hook at Powell‘s
Technical Bookstore. It‘s called The Cathode Ray Tube: Technology, Histoiy,
and Applications by Peter it. Keller. Published by Palisades Press, ISBN iii
0—9531559—0—3. It's a hard cover book that amounts to a collector’s guide to
CRTs. I don't really collect CRTs but I was so impressed that I had to pick it
up. I think it was about $30. I highly recommend it. “

Chuck Penson. WAFZZE.
I concur with Chuck Penson about The Cathode-Hay Tube by Peter A. Keller;
it's an outstanding book. I picked up my copy mailorder from Tektronix
D‘Scope guru, Stan Griffiths. The price was $3D.Dfl pp. Look for it. 5'3,
Michael A. Burke.

NEW CD
From today’s Daily Telegraph {Sat-urday, 2?th September 1996]:

A compact disc of music from the EEC tast card that featured a
girl and a rag doll playing noughts and crosses is selling at the
rate of sea copies an hour.

Richard Lamont

l i". That sounds like gnod news. The CD is on the Chandos label and was
compiled by 405 Aliver Tony CHITlE and edited by 405 syntpathiser Lacy
Reeve. Reviews by Malcolm Batchelor and Tony Clayden can be found
deeper inside this edition. Editor. _

NEW TfiPES - -
Two new tapes released on the BBC Video label are Hancock’s Half Hour
and the 19605 Sherlock Holmes. It’s good to see these rare Hancock
recordings available; there are three on the tape, which is good value for
money. The first of the three episodes is presented absolutely ‘raw’ [goodl];
whereas the other two have been stigmatised with overlaid captions and
copyright dates [when will they learni]. '
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CQ CQ de GBfiflBBU
On the 2nd November 1936 the BBC started the world's first regular high
definition television service from Alexandra Palace in North London. The
Ariel Radio Group is celebrating this by holding a Q80 party on the HF
hands over the weekend of the 2nd E 3rd November 1996. Anyone involved
in any aspect of broadcasting [i.e. Tit, radio, cable, satellite, facilities
houses and support companies] is encouraged to take part. We hope that
during this eventa station from the group will be active using our special
call for this year GBEGBBC, possibly from Alexandra Palace.

This is not a contest but participants are invited to submit logs
showing date, time, station worked and broadcast affiliation of station
worked {i.e. BBC, Granada, C4, NHK, ABC, Sony etc.] a certificate will be
awarded to anyone sending in an entry. Entries may be sent either by mail
to: Brian Bower, 19 Chapel Road, Flacltwell Heath, High 1il'iirycomhe, Bucks.
HPID QAB or by e—mail to qsop@irdinet.demon.co.uk to arrive by Ianuary 1st
199?.

The Q30 party will start at 00:01 UTC on 2nd November and finish
at 23:59 UTC on 3rd November, call CQ WED to attract attention. Suggested
centres of activity are 3.?2MHz, IDEMHZ, 14.33%, IBJEMHE, 21.38hll-Is,
24.9Eilvfl-Iz, 28.33MB: 011 3313 and 3.53hfl-Iz, 103m, 1fl.135hfl-Iz,
14.055MH2, 13.0?5hfllz, 21.fl?5MHz, 24.9fl5hfllz and 23.9?5MHE on CW.

Information about the Ariel Radio Group, newsletters and details of
the current GBEDBBC operation are available from the group‘s web site at:-
http:,u"i"wvirw.rrdinet.demon.co.ul-;.I"ARG,Iir

Chris Puckmon carer chris @xdinet.demon.co.uk

THE NEW CHANNEL 5
This station, scheduled to start broadcasting early in the New Year, will
broadcast 24-hour popular general entertainment in a schedule that is
promised not to clash with similar programmes on other channels, and
contain similar types of programs at the same time every day, every week.
So if you like quiz shows you can always guarantee to find one at the same
time every day, the shows will be different ones but it is hoped that a
consistent scheduling policy will help build viewer loyalty.

The schedule will include News and Current affairs, Drama ,
Religion, Sport, Arts and Children. The Sports charms] will specialise in
covering sports not currently available on other terrestrial channels.
Channel 5 will jointly commission popular educational programs with theIUpon University.

The channel has a large library of existing material through Pearson
who own Thames Television [The Bill, Minder etc.] the former holder of the
London IT‘F.ir Channel 3 franchise and Grundy Television [Neighbours].
However it will not all be repeats as the licence decrees that initially at least
4t] per cent of the programmes must be originally made or commissioned for
Channel 5, and within 5 years 65 per cent of programme content must be
original output.
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YOU READ IT HERE FIRST
Are you wondering which ‘modern antique’ is set to grow in value? The
answer is first-generation video games! Marl: my words, now is the time to
scour the Sunday hoot sales for tale-tennis [or ‘Pong' as the Americans
called it} and that odd hiack—and-white stunt motorcycle rider game [yes,
I’ve still got mine in the garagel]. Brandnames include Sports] and
|[3ompShop. The proof lies in the next two announcements.

PRESS RELEASE: lite-Play, The Greatest Gamer Exhibition
2!] November 1995 - 15 May 199?
The story of videogames zaps into life at the Museum of the Moving Image
from 29 November 1996. The exhibition is the first of its kind, especially
designed to appeal to all ages, gamers and non-gamers alike. Visitors can
play a variety of. old and new games from Ihat and ball* to fheat 'emups‘.
Video displays are used to demonstrate the development of video gaming
over the last 30 years.

lie—Play tells of the software and the hardware; the hits and the
misses; the people and their inspirations. The first videogames were created
on huge mainframe computers in the I 966s. Discover how a few years later
in Japan, the arcade release of Space Invaders caused a- shortage of 100 Yen
coins. Learn why military technology influenced video games, and how a
game designed at the Soviet Academy of Science caused an international
struggle for its world-wide release.

Are videogames dangerous? Are they turnn our children into
gaming addicts? Or are fliey simply fast, furious and fun? lie—Play explores
the increasing influence of video games on people‘s lives. It shows the
importance of interactivity and offers a chance to examine the physiological
effect of game playing on the body. Plus, the exhibition looks at the links
between videogames and other forms of entertaimnent such as films, TV
programmes, books and arcade games.

WIRED GAMES APPEAL by the British Film Institute
Can you help? In conjunction with Re-Play. the National Film and
Television Archive [the arm of the British Film Institute that preserves film,
video and television programmes} has launched an appeal for videogames
from the 19?05 and 80s. Games, hardware or any relevant Information is
sought in order to produce an archive of equipment and a {ID-RUM
Interactive Encyclopaedia, Please write with details to Tony Hetherington,
Videogame Researcher, British Film Institute, 21 Stephen Street, London
W1P ELM.
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Product Review:
THE L11 BIND BAND I
MODULATOR
Brian Renfortb
To enable playback of 4fl5-line recordings or viewing via a standards
converter on a 405 lines—only or dual standard receiver, a 1li'I-lF System A
modulator is required. This is because the output from today’s VGRs is
designed to suit today’s fiEE-line televisions, in other words the UK System I
UHF with aim-line scanning.

Briefly the main differences between the two systems is that A has positive
vision modulation with AM sound, whilst I has negative vision modulation
with FM sound, not forgetling ill-1F and UHF respectively of course. It is
possible to view 405 direct at UHF after modifying a dual-standard receiver
so that only the tiniebases work at 405; this is UK as an emergency, yet is
hardly an attractive prospect for the long term.

So we really need a System It modulator. In the past a few designs for these
have been published, notably David Looser's version in 1984. Superb stuff
for the technically minded, but for the less confident such as myself a
daunting prospect. There could also be difficulties getting the parts required
of course.

Thankfully Dave Grant and Mike Izycky at Dinosaur Labs, following their
highly acclaimed 625-405 standards converter, have come up with their Li'i
Dino Modulator. This comes ready made on a PCB measuring around 3" x
4", the usual connectors, power supply and box being required for mounting
[a metal box is recommended}. It is also ready aligned, the only ‘user’
control being the ‘audio volume' output, which need not be touched again
when adjusted to suit. The double sided PCB is beautifully constructed with
the surface-mounted components on the underside — altogether a highly
professional job.

Un connecting up, the result obtained on all my sets was superb with no
alignment being required. Despite very careful observation, it was
impossible to fault the unit in any way. I was also highly impressed with
the lack of interference it causes to the other services, even when checking
VHF radio with the modulator connected to my Decca DMZIC 14” WNHF
radio. Screening is also good: it was found impossible to achieve results
using a high gain T-Vette portable's whip aerial with the modulator in the
same room, direct connection being required. If desired a splitter can be
used to feed two or more sets. All the information you‘ll need to know is
provided by Dave together with the modulator.
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A lZ—volt stabilised power supply is required but this doesn’t have to be big
or special; in fact the modulator draws a miserly Slime. at 12 volts. I use a
cheap and cheerful unit, which remains cool even afmr several hours use,
thus you can expect operation to he very reliable.

In conclusion the modulator, together with the Dinosaur standards
converter hath come highly recommended. Only a few years ago the
thought of a very professional and compact combination to view LIBS—line

television properly seemed a lifetime away. Now a complete and
professional—standard system can be obtained for around £35fl1 The Lt} Dino
modulator is available separately for £80 plus £3 postage. This might seem a
little pricey at first but don‘t forget the time and effort that went into
designing and producing such an excellent unit more than testifies the cost.

Together with the Dinosaur converter I would go as far as to insist on their
purchase it one wishes to view pure 405 but lacks the technical know-how
[which must count for most of us!].

For more information contact Dave Grant, 4 Kemhle Drive, Bronley, Kent
ass all: [nines-asroae} or Mike Izycky [airrs- season].

Compact Disc Review

TEST CARI] CLASSICS:
THE Elli]. THE DOLL THE MUSIC
Chandoaf'ft'lyhack FBCDZ fltlfl, £13.99.
Previously Unreleased Driginal Recordings.
Playing time: 60 minutes, 43 seconds.

Test Card enthusiasts take note. Here for the very first time is an album of
the best of the music that accompanied the Test Card in the late 19605 and
early Ffls. Twenty-hive tracks covering a wide range of orchestral,
instrumental, big band and jazz styles. Original pieces remastered in
glorious stereo from the likes of composers Syd Dale, Elan Moorhouse,
Gordon Langford and Ernest Tomlinson to name but a few. Muzak or

elevator music this most certainly is not. Here is a collection of melodic
mini masterpieces beautifully performed that if released as singles thirty
years ago would daresay have made the Top 2t]. A fine taster of the 3,500
tracks that were regularly used during the day on BBC's Trade Test
Transmissions hetwoen 194? and the late 1930s. For 405 filivers this is a
must to have on hand when radiating pictures of the Test Card. There‘s
even 20 seconds of 4:1o tone at the end... CD quality, of course!!!

[Malcolm Bachelor]

I fully endorse Malcolm’s remarks about this excellent new release and
would like to add a few more background details. Chandos has long been
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established as a leading UK label for classical music, but in the late 1960s
the company also built up a library of ‘mood music’ for films and televisionuse. This included compositions and arrangements by, among others, Ernest
Tomlinson, Gordon Langford and Brian Couzens [who happens to he MD ofChandos], and several of these appear here; there is also material from the
archives of  Southern, Berry, (3, Brull and Parry.

Most of the tracks feature a happy combination of British
composersiarrangers and German session recordings, in many cases
employing musicians who have played on million-selling albums of Bert
Kaempfert, James Last, Werner Miiller and others. The results are, in the
majority of instances, spectacular [only a few items are mono}, and offer a
precision of performance and quality of recording which would be difficult
to surpass.

The name of the new label [Flyback] is an ingenious and inspired double
entendre; it obviously alludes to the flyback lines visible on a poorly
adjusted television set, but it also paves the way for Chandosto introduce
other nostalgia-related material in the future and this is hinted-at in the
informative booklet, with notes by Tony Currie. There has already been a
massive pre—release press and publicity campaign, and this highly
recommended CD deserves every success. {Tony Cloyden}
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530M EMF ’3
56MBQQJ 5" 3
We continue this series of extracts fiam Pafi’s personal
Cartaaa History of television with his arrivai at Alexandra
Palace in i 936.

Back in London for the opening of television at Alexandra Palace in
1936. The first picture shows the old Baird mechanical system using a
fixed film camera with delayed dEVEIOper, mechanical scanner with
pumps, tons and buckets of water. On one occasion the root water tank
stoned leaking but it did not stop the musicians dashing round to see
themselves on the screen one minute iater. Ail rather
Heath-Robinsanish. Eventually of course the Baird system was replaced
by the new EMI electronic system.

"_
I

fit -. s em - 3mm: Mg!

The EM! control room was full of complicated equipment and during
our one-hour long live programme, it took at least four skilled engineers
to manipulate the knobs continuously to get an  acceptable picture.
Nowadays with microchips and computers everything is automatically
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controlled. At Ally Pally in 1956 it was basicaiiy ‘Upstairs, Downstairs’.
Upstairs for the programme producers in short white coats, downstairs
tor iong white-coated technicians t o  get the  best possibie pictures.

Technicai jargon became tashionabie... ‘Tiit and Bend’ meant adjusting
uneven scanning and shading. ‘Biack Level’ meant hoiding signals
down to base fine. 'Gamma’ meant hoiding contrast down to prevent
tiares off white shirts and bald heads, usuoily aide by Wardrobe and
Make-Up Departments.

tum. CONTROL ROOM-z t. i ’9’

ffiéi‘b‘h stint-"-
_o @iT I l—T 3:“ BEN!!-

This was our very first television programme, Radioiympra. There was
something of a panic... Gerald Cock, our television boss wanted a
caption urgently, with the word ‘Radiolympia’ painted in large letters.
Could i draw or paint it by 5pm?

Without thinking, i said 'yes’ and dashed over to W.H. Smiths, Musweli
Hili, to get a large white card, ink and brush. It took me all morning
doing iarge block letters on the white board. We hadn’t even looked
at print on cameras, so we took a chance. Five minute to go we
switched on... panic! All we got on the TV“ screen was a long black
smudge!

Suddenly I remembered a special switch marked 'Phase reverse’, so
we tried it. Success! It did the trick: perfect white letters on a black
background.
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But why? The answer was 'garnma’. The contrast of the block letters on
a white card was much too high. On a black card it was many times
lower and the Emitron tube in the camera was hupp’f at that level.
Besides it was an artistic improvement too.

--....... - . .‘ fur...— .13. .

“en—T— . =-.=_— -—-—_-—-|- -....—. ---..p—.. _ .  _ a__  __ . _
mph... 'h-f' ~5Ifi'w‘F1-fi '5 aegifi'rwu -.' ."-;w""'“mi: fidih” E: -

_ I - {p r—1. :  — —-—. - ._ . . .  ___ ,  _ ' ' ' - - -

Upper: The ‘Radrhbmqn'e’ caption as drawn.
Lower: An inmressr'ea ef the efl‘eet‘ on screen before rider:
inversion

Nothing like success. I was then asked to design our very first 'Tuning
Captionr for iining up our cameras five minutes before each
programme transmission. Being the first at its kind, it got a write—up in
the Sunday Observer, which I still have. I quote:

“The new timing signal piohlre, which was brought into use last
week, looks as if a BBC artist had tried to out—do file must
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modern of the modems. Actually its grouping of cubes and
circles is designed to allow the picture in the receiver to he
correctlyr proportioned. It is transmitted for five IIIiflIltES before
each programme.”

Sumter)» Observer, 26th September 193 T.

in addition of course it allows control room engineers t o  check camera
focus on the vertical lines, contrast on the cubes and geometry on the
circle, which was often more like an egg or an  ellipse.

BBC

TELEVISION
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BIRDS OF A TV FEATHER
Dicky Hewett drags up for your delectafion a
few little-know telly facts...

In A Spin
The search for a viable colour television system during the pioneer
pre-war years produced a wealth of novel ideas. Baird plugged away
with his tea chest full of whizzing wheels and then, post-war, CBS and
the British Pye company refined the process with a ‘sequentia!’ spinning
disc colour system. Eventually, RCA hit the spot with their ali-eiectronic
monochrome-compatible dot-matrix shadow-mask tube system which
resulted in the American FCC adopting in WES the familiar NTSC
standard.

And then in 1955, for reasons which might remain obscure, the
American-based electronics outfit Du Mont Laboratories lnc.
announced a system of colour television that had a familiar ring to it.

The Du Mont system was named 'Vitascan’. This is how it worked. The
'Vitascan Color Studio Scanner' was a cathode ray tube which was
constructed to throw a beam of light, directed onto the studio subject
by a system of mirrors and lenses. (This, in essence was a 'flying spot
that ’scanned' the scene). The reflected light was then collected by
clusters of photomultipliers hung in the approximate places to that of
lights in a conventional television studio. So far, this system is little more
than Baird's old 1956 blackout studio ‘SpotlighfI arrangement.

However, Du Mont added a refinement. Instead at a pitch black studio,
strobe lights were installed. These wete linked to the field blanking of
the 'camera' so that the lights were ’off‘ during a scan and 'on' during
blanking. This gave the impression of a continuously iit studio when in
reality it was in darkness for half the time to allow tor the 'camera' to
“take* the pictLHe. Of course, this system could only be used from a fixed
position inside a small studio, and so was inflexible and quite useless
tor ‘proper' television. Apparently Du Mont developed "v'itascan' as a
cheap {itl rather late) alternative to the RCA system. Cast not
withstanding, 'Vitascan' 1iound few commercial applications.

Pye Squared
In the olden days, W cameramen had'ta be, at times, resourceful. Such
was live BBC Television with intractable apparatus and slim budgets.
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This tale was related to me by Peter Robins, who latterlyr became Head
of Cameras at BBC Wales in Cardift. in the late nineteen-fifties Peter
was do ingan o.b. from Bristol using a Pye Mk 5 camera equipped with
a 1lr'll'otson 5:1 zoom. Peter was assembling the kit when he noticed that
a vital tube which connected the zoom {mounted on a sledge) to the
camera was missing. But Cliff Michelmore had the answer. He’d seen it
all before.

"We had this problem last time,” said Cliff. "All you need to do is go
and bin:r a tin of Ajax, empty it and cut i t  down by 2%: inches. You‘il find
it'll fit perfectlyr between the camera and the zoom". And it did.

\‘t'fl‘9i
ill" :

D!  I ’52-!) ii:- 3 7-

Getting The Bird
Finally, it’s well—known that Vintens have a propensity to name their
wonderful pedestal products after various feathered lowl. They have
also a Product Hire Department from whence one can, on a daily basis
rent a Teal, a Tern, a Hawk or a Fulrnar. The man who runs this
valuable section is called Mr. Finch.
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WEEWS RELAY
Jeff Might tests your memory again

Criss Cross Quiz
it First began in June [95?  and was basically noughts and crosses with
questions chosen iron: 98  categories aslced by Jeremy Hawine. Each correct
answer was worth twenty pounds, and it you kept winning — you kept
collecting the twenty pounds.

There was no prise limit in those days and one contestant waited away with
£2,360. Today that would be worth over twenty Five grand. They soon
changed the rules'and set the Enit at one thousand pounds.

In I 959  the producer complained Hut he had trouble finding women — to play
the quiz. "As we women go out to business these days, i thought it would be
simple to Find lady contestants, but they seem to lad: good gel-mend
knowledge.“

Jeremy Hawke letl: the qui: in I952 and more or less disappeared From our
sue-ens, but he reappeu-ed remntly in a commercial. Did any ot you spot him in
the Bahycham commercial, wooing a Eady at a tea dance?

The quit itself mntinued to rofl its 98 categories until ['96 T, when otter ten
yem's Granada TV finally rolled itaway For good. '
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Confessions of a Videotape Restorer: or
How Come These Tapes All Need To Be
Cleaned Differently?
Jim liodner

This artrtie has appeared in the AME oeneierren and is reprrhreo' min
permission.

i would like to share a low of my observations that have been gained
through restoring several hundred videotapes. These tapes have come
from a wide variety of sources and include many different formats
including 1!?" reel to reel, 2" Quad, 1" Types A, B, at C, 3M", and many
other obsolete formats too numerous to mention {or remember). These
tapes have been stored in a wide variety of conditions, some in pristine
climate controlled vaults, and some in the top of closets in Florida or in
the flooded basements of houses along the Long island Sound. All of
these tapes had one thing in common —— they cannot be played by the
user —- and, perhaps most importantly, many things that were different.

The scant literature on videotape degeneration primarily discusses
binder breakdown or  what has been termed the _'sticky shed
syndrome’. While many of the tapes that we have restored have
exhibited this problem to various degrees, l have come to learn that
many of the tapes have compound problems that do not fit the 'classic’
profile of sticky shed syndrome. In addition, while I have heard that
many are looking for a ‘holy grail' solution that cures all tapes of their
illnesses at least long enough to get a decent transfer, my personal
observation is that such a single core all is highly improbable, and that
there is no one solution to the various maladies that have come my
way.

This realisation is quite important because it means that the general
application of a s ingle  solution 'cure’ can actually make the tapes
much worse then they were before the cleaning process was applied.
As an obvious example, a tape that has a physical fold could be
severely damaged by a cleaning machine that scrapes the sortace oi
the tape with a razor or similar 'burnishing' station. Similarly, baking a
tape that does not have sticky shed syndrome but does have serious
chemical contamination due to its sitting in contaminated water for a
couple of weeks is not a good idea.

In fact, we have seen tapes that are of the same format, shat
approximately at the same time, and stored next to each other exhibit
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different problems. More often, we are greeted by exasperation on _
the part of the client when one of two tapes that have been stored
identically does not play when the other Is fine.

A single cure solution actually seems silly when one considers some of
the differences in the design of videotape itself, the requirements of
the machines that the tapes were recorded on, and  the handling the
tape received during and after production. As the technology of
videotape recording changed over the years, so too did the
characteristics of videotape, because the demands of the equipment
required different periormance on the part of the tape itself. Indeed,
videotape engineering is a crucial element in recorder design because
what good is a fantastic machine without the tape to record the image
on?

In many cases, the design of the recorders required radicaliy different
types of videotape performance, and, as a result, the chemistry of
these products and the manufacturing techniques used to make them
are very different. 2" Quad videotape, for example had to withstand
severe abuse from the heads every time that it was played due to the
deep head penetration that this format required. As a result, this tape
is much thicker than the tape used in current digital videotape
recorders whose heads barely touch the tape bot require a much
higher recording density than quad technology. Optimal abrasivity of
the tape is also different for different formats, and the 'stiffness’ of t he
tape which was optimal for proper head to tape contact in one format
could be very different for another format. Many other characteristics
of videotape vary significantly from format to format, and in some
cases from magnetic tape supplier to supplier.

The importance of maintaining a proper environment for tape storage
has been discussed, but some of the worst problems we have
encountered are caused in production... long before storage has
occurred. What single restoration solution could handle the
unintentional abuse given by a well-intentioned crew member who
placed a tape inside a sandwich bag {that apparently previously held
a sandwich) where it remained for 26 years?

Some of my personal favourites include the tape that broke in
production and was taped together.... with duct tape, and the tape
that had paper 'bookmarks’ to mark where an important scene started.
And of course there have been tapes that have been visited by living
creatures over the years, some microscopic, and some generally
characterised as  vermin .
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i have seen old Quad tapes that have the problem of oxide literailv
flaking off the base, but I have never seen 13'2“ reel to reel tapes have
a severe shedding problem where the oxide literally separates irorn
the base in a large section. Similarlv, l have seen it?" tapes that
needed to be cleaned eight times before the adhesive could be
removed for playback {ciossic sticky shed syndrome), but 1 have never
seen stickiness quite this bad with Quad tapes.

Unfortunateiv the end resuit of these videotape problems mav appear
to be the some... clogged heads which do not allow the video to be
viewed. Jumping to the contusion that the maladv that caused the
clogged heads is the same problem for different tapes is most often
incorrect, and the theorem that one cleaning solution will work for all
tapes is similarityr incorrect.

Jim iindrter is the President at Wdl'iDG'J; a vrdeatape restoration servrte
bureau that specraiises in oiof, damaged, and obsoiete videotape, and
are assocrbtes of the Notionai Media Lab. ihey provide a raft-free heio
trite + 1 303-653 3434 (caiis charged from UK however}.

And now another professional angle on the subject, reproduced
with acknowledgement from the builetin of FOCAL
International...

TV I Video Preservation
The video format obsolescence problem frequently cited these days as the
major concern in preserving broadcast history. While this is essentially true,
another major problem remains largely unheralded and neglected.

As most of you are aware, the first 2-3-39 years of television historyr were often created
or recorded on film ~ in either kinescope form, or in the prebroadcast film elements
that comprised the news or current afi'airs documents of the day. The broadcast 2“
Quad tapes for much of the 19605 and The were erased and recycled as that expensive
tape stock was often considered more valuable than the ioibnnation recorded therein.
While rattan}r of those complete ‘as broadcast” records may never again be found, the
film inserts often survived long otter the tapes were wiped.

Virtuailv without exception, all broadcasters —— public and private networks, as well as
individual stations -— have horror stories to relate about their film libraries. Most
television film libraries have been retired when the last ‘film person” left the station.
Some have been ‘preserved’ on video. The earliest television film-preservers did this
on formats like it" U-Matic, one of the video preservation burdens that now confi'onts
today‘s archiwsts. In than},r cases, the actual film library itself was destroyed afler the
transfer to video. This onforhmate practice still continues today as many broadcasters
struggle with budgets and expediencies that have little to do ndth preservation. This is
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not even yesterday’s news after all. It is a cumbersome and awkward pre-histcry that
most stations will not transfer back to video anymme, because they don't have the
time, inclination, equipment or personnel required.

It is true that the film libraries are a broadcast anachronism today. They are a pain to
service, cost money to store, are nor easy to access, and are often in poor condition.
Some of the worst examples of acetate deterioration I have seen have come from
television film. Much of it was considered ephemeral and never meant to be preserved.
l’rocessing was often rushed, wash lime reduced, all in the interests of getting the show
out on deadline. Tapes splices were used instead of film cement. Film materials were
hastily canned, badly catalogued, and stored in bleak crawl spaces or basements.
Double—system, mag and pin materials were stored in the same cheap stock cans, with
the result that the {expensive to preserve} picture elements are now contaminated by
deteriorating (and much cheaper to preserve} Ionim filll-Cflflt magnetic or rust from the
cans. These choices, while necessary at the time of production, have severely
aggravated the deterioration problems. 1Worse still, they have intensified the scope and
costs of salvage or restoration So, the easy choice is still the expedient one. Throw the
stuff out.

The good news is that some of these libraries continue to survive. Where these libraries
exist, they often are some of the best sunriving links to reconstructing early broadcast
history. The under-resourced television-film archivists lmow this to be true. They are
truly on the hunt lines fighting to save this material, ofimt while trying to deal with a
constantly expanding video problem. The depressing news is that they aren‘t getting
much help, recognition or resources — and these records continue to be lost and
destroyed in spite of their best efforts.

Many of the recommendations in the recent Library of Congress Film Preservation
study can be applied — the most basic being need for improved storage conditions. The
most urgent problem is to try and prevent the destruction and address the deterioration
of the libraries udiich remain.

There is no doubt that the preferred access, distribution, research and cataloguing
medium for television records, at this time, is some format of video. However, most
reels are not getting transferred to video, and those that do get to join in that
preservation dance, the video-limiter obsolescence-Me. That isn't to suggest that
film-to-film copying doesn't come with its own set of problems. Either way, keeping
those original television film libraries around a little while longer is the best possible
scenario. _

WHHWH U’Fnrrefl' - Chief ofAtetto—vis‘tral Camdng at National Archives of cm
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Television Inventor al: Brentwood Hospital
Simon Vaughan

“Mr I L Baird, the famous inventor of television, brought sunshine into a ward of the
Brentwood District Hospital this week when he oficially presented to the hospital a
radio television set.” So began an article that appeared in the Brentwood Gazette for
2?th November 193?.

It transpires that the set had been installed at the hospital for some months as those
unfortunate enough to be unwell and patients in the hospital in May 1937 were able to
watch the Coronation procession of their sovereign, King George V, on I2th of
that month.

Present at the official ceremony on the afternoon of Monday 22nd November were
Mr F J Jackson, Chairman of the hospitaL’hIr J F Hough, Hon. Secretaty of the
hospital, Miss .. B Hedley, Matron, Mr P C Harrop, organiser of the television
presentation fiind, Mr H I Barton Chapple, associate of John Logic Baird, and John
Logic himself

lvlr Hough, during his welcome to Mr Baird, expressed the opinion that he was “the
most famous inventor of the age. They knew him as the inventor of television,
which enabled objects at a distance to be seen on a screen" He continued that “in years
to come the name of Baird would be classed with that of other famous hwentors like
Galileo.”

During his speech Baird made specific reference to the fact that the hospital was the
first in the country to be equipped with a television set. He hoped it would not be the
last, and he believed that the time would come when television sets would he as
universal in hospitals as radio sets were now.

Mr Harrop, the owner of an electrical shop in Brentwood High Street, displayed the
Baird Model T5 set in the window of his shop and arranged for a public collection to
raise the money required to present the set to the hospital. The public response was
such that the money required was raised in a few months.

Mr Harrop as well as arranging the collection, had installed the set and
arranged to undertake the maintenance of it, fine of charge to the hospital.

Although Brentwood District Hospital was the first in the country to have a television
set, another in the district had a set. installed piior to the official ceremony at
Brentwood.

Mr Jackson expressing thanks on behalf of the hospital commented that Mr Baird had
conferred a great honour upon the hospital by his visit. During the course of his
scientific work Mr Baird least have had nay failures and they at the hospital could
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appreciate how much sympathy he deserved in those failures. Fortunately, however,
Mr Baird had been successful in his experiments, with the result that they today had
television, and they in the hospital had the hill value of it.

What happened to the Baird set is not known, and I have been unable to trace anyone
who remembers how long it remained in use at the hospital.

The Brennvood Gazette article concludes: “The set was afla'wards switched on and
those present were enabled to hear and watch the programme for nearly an hour”,
expressing the wonderment that surrounded the whole concept of television.

Should any readers have any infonnation pertaining to the presentation of the
television set to the hospital I would he most grateful to hear from them. Please "unite
to me at 3B Firsgrove Crescent, Brentwood, Essex, Child 53L.
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Standing (ref? to right) are:
Mr I F Hough (Hon. Secretary of the hospital); Mr F ]
jackson, 1P (Chairman); Mr T F Dyer; Mr P C Han-op
(organiser of the television presentation fund); Mr H 1 Barton
Chapple; Mr Baird and Miss B Hediey (Mats-on).
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ELSTREE — REMEMBER ME?
Adopted and condensed from W pages compiled by
Grab em Lewis

The histor'j-‘ir of fiim-rnaking at Elstree began in 1914, not long after the history of
cinema itself Percy Nash and John East two early British filmmakers decided Elstree
was their ideal location to build a film studio, the two main criteria being close access
to London and far enough away fi'orn the London smog — the Hertt‘ordshire
countryside was an added bonus for outdoor shooting.

Nash 3: East built the Neptune studios which opwed its doors for business in $14.
The site of the Nephine studios is now where the BBC's Elstree centre stands. This
studio was short-lived with the First World war claiming the lives of many young
actors and technicians, and closed in 1911?. Later the studio re—opened and over the
years has been named by its various new owners as Ideal Studios, Blathler Studios,
Leslie Fuller Studios, Rock Studios, British National Studios, then in the 1969s it
became ATV Television Studios.

In 1961 Lew Grade's ATV acquired the studies on the Neptune site. They were turned
into what was fin many years the most modern TV studio centre in the UK. Latterly
ATV held the franchise for commercial television in the Midlands of the UK, but the
Elstree studios were the production base for many TV series that sold world-wide —
Robin Hood, Sir Lancelot, The Saint (starring Roger Moore), The Persuaders (Roger
Moore 3: Tony Curtis} and TV specials with big stars such as Shirley Bassey and Tom
Jones.

Through his American sales company ITC law Grade personally pro-sold many of
these series to American networks making his organisation cash rich, which enabled
him to move into the movie business big time via ACC Associated Communications
Corp. At the same time The Grade entertainment empire built by the three brothers
Lew, Ieelie and Bernard (Delfont) owned West End theatres, Pye records, overseas
TV stations, entertainment management agencies, whilst ATV music continued to
generate huge amounts of cash by virtue of owning publishing rights to the Beatles
songs.

Eventually the Independeru Broadcasting Authority insisted that ACC, Lew Grade's
film empire, reduce its interest in ATV as it was felt to be monopolistic, and finally
when the [T V fiancltises were up for renewal the Midlands licence went to Central TV
and the ATV facility became Central Television's.

Central continued productions at Elstree before selling the studios to the BBC. Today
the site is the BBC's Elstree Centre.

Lew Grade later became Lord Grade of Elstree, and at the grand age of 83 is still
wheeling and dealing. Lew's one liners are as famous as any of his deals. Lord Grade‘s
wife Kathie had a variety of rose named after her, the Lady Grade Rose. The rose still
grows in the gardens of the Elstree Centre.
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In the Sfls the site became the BBC’s Elstree production centre. Still on the site of  the
original Neptune Studios dating back to 1914, the Elstree Centre is a live working
studio that is rarely opened to the public, although occasional open days are held.

Today the studio is the home of Top of the Pops, where once a week the great and the
good of the British Pop Music charts visit to film the longest matting Pop Music show
on TV. This causes some not inconsiderahle hassle to local residents who dread a Take
That appearance as fans start arriving early in the morning and hang around the
entrance gates until after the band have left.

Bartenders and Grange Hill are both filmed at the Centre, with occasional location
shoots in the surrounding Borehamwood area. Eunenders, at twice weekly soap opera
set in the fictional town of Walford E20, started its as yet unbroken run in 1935. The
back lot of the Elstree centre looked like a. building site when the BBC moved into
their new premises in 1934, and deliberately so — the previous occupants, Central TV,
had used the backlot for filming Aaf li’t'ederwhen Per, :1 TV series based around a
group of British men working on a building site in Germany. So work began turning a
German building site into a fictional East. End team, and this was done with
considerable attention to detail.

The railway bridge that runs through the set was supposedly for tube trains, but: these
are not very frequent in Walford because the mocked-up trains have to be pushed by
hand by the stage crew across the bridge — the London Underground system does not
stretch as far as Borebamwood. In a recent episode to coincide with ‘l day
celebrations a steam train ran over the bridge — but this time the less strenuous method
of letting a computer take the strain was used.

Occasionally the cast and crew are let loose on nearby streets to film, at one time or
another local shops, hotels and even the Borchamwood FC ground have been used in
episodes. Whenever the Eastenders go ‘up West’ they rarely travel more than a few
miles from the set —~ this cuts down on transport and overtime costs.

Newsroom South East — local news bulletins are produced daily from the Centre for
insertion into the National programming schedule. The BBC intends to re-locate this
facility into central London this year.

Elstree’s latest television connection is with Channel 5, the new (and last} terrestrial
TV broadcasting channel to be licensed in the UK- The licence was awarded to
Channel 5 Broadcasting by the Independent Television Commission in October i995.

The Channel 5 Broadcasting Centre will be based at Elstree, leasing existing facilities
at the BBC Eistree Studios. The Broadcast Centre will incorporate studios, ofices and
transmission facilities.
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MISSING, BELIEVED VVlPED 96
Two tales of programme recovery in the real
world by Vaughan Stanger

Try Hard
At the beginning of the year, fellow 405 aliver Brian Hemingway, who had
already provided me “with the Apollo 11 films that I described in an earlier
letter [issue 29], wrote to me about a curious television-related 15mm film
which he had acquired, entitled LE. Auditions Series No. 23. After some
discussion he generously agreed to lend it to me on the basis that I would
pass it on to the British Fiim institute for fin-ther examination. Steve Bryant,
Keeper of Television at the BFI, received the film at the same time as the
two Apollo films, subsequent to which it was transferred to D3 format and
archived at Berkhamsted. Steve Bryant stated that he had not seen anything
similar before, and tentatively dated it as "mid—s ixties“.

So what does this apparently rare, half hour film contain? its its title
suggests, it consists of short filmed auditions of various performers who
aspired to a career in Light Entertainment television. The film presents sin
performers in all, with details as follows:

Margaret Wells — singer [somewhat in the Mary Hopkin or Dana
‘songhird’ mode].

David Cumming — stand-up comic [much wit, short on laughs].
Trevor Gordon — singer {light jaaaish style, rather vapid voice].
Miio O‘Shea — mime {over—long but stylish mime of an orchestra

conductor}.
Peter Quinn — vocal impressions [energetic but inexpert

impressions of pop singers}.
U‘Dwyer Family — singing troupe [one woman and four

sinister-looking men in close harmony].

Of the six performers, only Milo D‘Shea is familiar to me. He had a fairly
successful career in the second half of the sixties and early seventies. He
played a villain named Duran Duran in the 196? SF film Barbarella Was,
that is where the name of the eighties pop group comes from]. I understand
that he starred in the BBC 1 comedy series Me Mammy {limit-fl] and,
perhaps more interestingly, had the lead role in the 'Come Buttercup, Come
Daisy, Come -‘ episode of the prestigious BBCZ SF anthology series Out of
the Unknown As the latter was transmitted in November 1965, and one of
Peter Quinn‘s cover versions is It's Not Unusual, which was first a hit for
Tom Jones in February 1965, the film most probably dates from the middle
of that year. Looking at the performers' clothes and the minimalist, vaguely
Pop flirt stagings, the candidate date does seem plausible.
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I have been unable to find out anything certain about the other five
performers. Malcolm Chapman of S.T.A.R.S. thought that he recognised the
name David Cumming, and suggested that he was a scriptwriter for radio
shows. Can anyone confirm that hypothesis? Brian Hennngway thought that
Peter Quinn seemed a little familiar, but perhaps had changed his name.
Certainly, other than Milo CI‘Shea, he seemed the only remotely plausible
candidate for a future career in Light Entertainment television shows. If
anyone recognises the names of the performers, and knows whether any of
them did eventually enjoy successfui careers, I would be interested to know
more.

The film contains few other details which can be used for identification
purposes. Apart from the performers' names, the only titles are: 'L.E.
Auditions Series No.23’, ‘Urchestra under the direction of Roger Webb’ and
‘Presented by the Auditions Unit”. Christine Slattery of the BBC Broadcast
Archives has confirmed the existence of a BBC Auditions Unit and that the
recovered film was one of a series intended for the producers of the LE.
shows. Presumably, BBC LE. staffers had the unedifying task of trawling
through what was evidently a lengthy. series of films, searching for the
occasional Milo UShea amongst the job-lots of C'Dwyer families and the
like.

Of course, it  is easy to mock the shortcomings of aspiring performers
looking for their big break in television thirty years ago. Many similar acts
did make a splash, and contributed to many well-remembered L.E. shows
from the fifties to mid-seventies. This film, although not in any sense
important in terms of television history, is nevertheless an interesting
example of the back room aspects of the industry. As this one is ‘No.23’, and
presumably not the last one in the series, there could well be others in
private collections. If so, I'd be interested to hear about them, and in
particular to find out whether they contain the first appearances of any
future stars. Likewise, if any 405 Alivers can shed some light on the work of
the BBC's Auditions Unit, that would also be of interest.

I should register my thanks to Malcolm Chapman for his helpful
suggestions, Steve Bryant for showing an interest in this oddity, and
especially to Brian Hemingway for melting the film available. Good on you
Brian.

Apollo 11  Fi lms - An Update
In my letter printed in Issue 29, I gave details of two 16mm films I had
obtained which contain excerpts from the BBC's coverage of the Apollo 11
mission. Since that time there has been a further development A fellow 405
Aliver mentioned the name of someone he thought might have the other
Apollo 11 film advertised by Brian Hemingway, one which i had failed to
obtain at the time. Shangely enough, and proving conclusively that it  is a
small world, the name was a familiar one: I had corresponded with the
person concerned on a quite separate matter a year or so previously. A
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friendly letter yielded a positive, if slightly bemused reply. He did indeed
have the film, which in outline description seemed similar to mine, but
with the considerable advantage of a asparate magnetic soundtrack

It eventually nanspired that the collector — who does not wish to be named
— had already tried to return the film to both the BEC flrchive and the BFI
without success. Given my recent positive experience with the BFI, I asked
the collector to make one last effort, which he agreed to do. The film was
passed to Steve Bryant; a video transfer was made and archived at the
NFI'VA at Berkbamsted. The print was returned to the collector in under
three months — a standard that I hope the BFI will maintain in any future
arrangements of this nature with private individuals.

As I had expected, the film proved to be visually identical to my first film
[as detailed in my letter in issue 29], and is of generally similar picture
quality. Fortunately, the accompanying magnetic soundtrack matches the
pictures exactly and is quite clear throughout. Therefore it has been
possible to identify the film’s sequences more accurately than was possible
before. Thus we now know that in the third sequence James Burke is
signing off the broadcast, as the NASA feed which forms the second
sequence comes to an and [scenes of the astronauts in the LEM]. He then
reminds the audience of the time of the next transmission —— just before
Grandstand on the next day (Saturday, of course]. The fourth sequence is
not as described previously. The commentary, from the astronauts, Mission
Control and Patrick Moore in the BBC Studio, makes it clear that fipollo 11
had only recently attained lunar orbit; the pictures are hand—pointed shots
of the prospective landing site.

The content of the two existing films, which cover the pro-landing and post
‘flne small step...’ phases of the mission, point very strongly to the
existence of a further film, one which bridges the obvious gap. If anyone has
that film in their collection, or knows someone else who does, please get in
contact with me, either through the editorial address or at 8? firchery Close,
Wealdstone, Middlesex, Hflfl FEE [Te]: 0131—351 5553]. It would be good to
complete the set of films held by the NFI'VA.
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The interplay zone between of film and television
is now explored by jeremy Jago, as he describes

AURICON CAMERAS
What is an  Auricon? It sounds like a television camera tube, like
plumbicon or orthicon. Actually Auricon is a trade name for American
film cameras of unusual design whose main use was in television news.
The word is made from bits of words for hearing and image: one of
those dubious mixtures of Latin and Greek {like 'television').

The traditional way to put sound on film is as an optical sound track — a
narrow sound waveform printed alongside the irames of picture. it s
normally photographed on special film in a separate 'sound camera'.
The 'married print' for showing is then made by printing both negatives,
picture and sound, in succession onto a third film.

Auricons, however, did things differently. They photographed the
sound track and picture on the same 16mm film. 'If this was a reversal
film, it didn‘t even have to be printed after development — it could be
edited and loaded straight onto a telecine machine for transmission.
115mm could be rapidly processed in a plant at or near the television
studio. There were drawbacks — both technical and creative —— in this
so-called 'single system' method, but in its day it was the quickest, most
direct way possible to get urgent newsreel stories on air.

The manufacture of Auricon systems goes back to the early 19505 and
they were also used during WWII, but they came into their own when
television blossomed in the late 1940s. There were several models over
the years: the Cinevoice, taking 1Uflft of film; the Auricon-Pro {260R}, the
Pro-690 (600m and the Super—12m} (1,2flfift). Remembering the linear
film speed of 56 feet per minute at 24 frames per sec (US television} or
Si‘fzftimm at 25fps (European television), one can understand the
possible duration per loading: around 25’: minutes for the smallest, or
over 59 minutes for the largest camera. US television, of course,
teievises film by running it in a telecine machine at 24fps. while
scanning it at the transmission rate of SGHz.

A complete Auricon system packed into transit cases: the camera itself,
with detachable lightproof film magazines for the dill] and 1,2[iflft
models, and the sound recording amplifier and microphone. The
camera contained a recording galvanometer lit by a filament bulb,
and was linked by a multicore cableto the separate ampiifier case.
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The ampiifier was no bigger or more complex than a tape recorder, but
in some cases both camera and sound system had to be operated by
the same person! There were different sorts of amplifier, too — some,
like the camera, were mains driven. Others used battery valves, with
several batteries of various voltages packed into the case — similarly to
the contemporary EM! portable tape recorders. Using batteries saved
the weight of a mains power supply unit, which, to avoid hum, had to
be in another case. The camera motors mains requirement was
sometimes irksome, though indoor reportage often needed a mains
supply for lights anyway. A frequency—regulated DC to AC inverter
would turn the motor from a {large} vehicie battery when required. Ali
in all, a formidable assembfy of gear — but much lighter than 55mm kit.

There was another use for Auricons -— teierecording! Some models were
put out with a Television Transcription or "WT’ shutter {144 degrees), on
Auricoa patent which enabled the filming, at 24 fps, of a standard
SEE—fine, 50 fps US television screen.: In Britain a standard shutter was
used at 25fps, resulting in a suppressed field teferecording.
Alternatively a tube of suitable persistence, with intensified drive
during the obscured field, could record a stored field, full definition UK
signai. The out] and 1200 models already had synchronous motors, run
from mains if the television signal was mains-locked, otherwise from a
sinewave derived from the station frame pulse. When videotape
arrived, with its initials lulTlv'l, Auricon countered with the initials VFR «-
video film recording!

in 1955 another innovation was introduced: magnetic stripe sound.
Despite the operational convenience of optical sound on fifm, sound
quality control was a headache. Film fast enough for newsreel use was
grainy and had modest definition. 'Single system' sound tracks thus
suffered noise, distortion and loss of ‘top'. Careful lab controi could
minimise these troubles, but newsreel work demands speed, in both
senses. The advent of stripe, a waterproof magnetic oxide coating in
the track position, solved these problems. Once recorded in the
camera, this time by a tiny magnetic soundhead, it passed unaltered
through the processing chemicals, and could again be played on a
suitabie telecine.

As the fifties unfafded and news reportage progressed, broadcasters
began to demand lighter, more convenient cameras. Converted
Auricons appeared - the BBC used the small Cinevoice, but with the
top lapped off and a 400 ft {10 minute} magazine fitted. Stripe sound
and a governed 12-voft motor {EMI tape machine-type) were used in a
bid to combine quality and lightness.
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l .  Auricon Pro-600 with 480k magazine and battery amplifier.

2. Pro 600 camera. Oblong unit on top is a take-up ‘torque
motor’ designed for silent working. The grey internal oblong is
the sound recording device.
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British broadcasters saw a more serious drawback which kept Auricons
out of the  forefront of UK television: the inflexibilitv of editing
single-system sound. The standardised Eds-frame separation between
the picture and its relevant track-point ruled out t he  simultaneous or
independent cutting of picture and sound. British news staff favoured
recording sound on a separate magnetic t i lm — enabl ing a versatile
editing styie and easing dubbing and commentaryr addition. If transfer
to mag f i lm was wanted anvwav, the  original recording might as well
be on  a separate tape recorder.

To this end, BBC, for instance. began t o  use portabie tape recorders
equipped with 'puise svnc', a means of recording timing pips derived
from the camera and enabling later accurate transfer to magnetic film.
On return to 'base' this didn‘t have to wait until the picture iilm was
processed.

Further demands for mobilitv arose during the Uietnarn war and other
makes of camera excelled. There was even wild talk in the earlv 1 9?0s
of striped Super 8 supplanting iomm newsfilm, but by now Electronic
News Gathering was on  the  horizon. Auricon cameras had their
hevdav during the EU vears-'= after the war and earned an enduring
place in teievision historv, both as bringers of news and as the source
of manvr archival f i lm teierecordings.

3. BBC-modified Cinevoice for 40011: magazine.

4. Cinevoice modified by WLAC-TV for transistor
amplification.
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NOT ELECTRONIC NEWSGATHERING
The ever camera-snappy Dicky Howett caught this trio of Auricon Super
ilflfl Ifimm television newsreel cameras in Hyde Park circa I964.
Manufactured by the US company Berndt-Bach of Los Angeles.
California. this camera type was unique at the time ( I  950} in that it could
record a direct Optical sound track (later converted to magnetic stripe}
within the camera. For this purpose the camera had a compact
modulating unit and sound track exposure lamp positioned 26 frames
after the picture gate. When developed, the film could be projected
immediately with full synchronised sound. Auricon cameras were a
favourite with T'f news crews (BBC. ITH. Southern Television, Granada
Television and others) and their use was curtailed only by the
int-oduction in the late I9Tfls of electronic newsgathering {ENG}.

Classic car fans might note that the BBC Auricon is perched on top of a
Ford Iephyr, the grey standard BBC camera car of the period. It has a
turret for three fixed focal-length lenses whereas the other two cameras
are equipped with zoom lenses.
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The Auricon camera was also light enough to be hand-held. The
cameraman “crouchingIr is the late Peter Beggin of BBCt'lIF news.

Late postscript
jeremgir jogo mites: The excerpt on the next page is from Kemp’s
lntemotionol Film 8.: Television Director}; i96 I 'fi1e upside-down film
camera is plainly an Auricon, whiist the television camera is a Marconi
Mk W.
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TEL-Ebr [SID-N EQUIPMENT 269

E E M IN  ITAPE/FILM SYSTEM
A law-nest method of recording TV on 16mm film

a .—__ .  _— _— - -_._.....__...._ r—_ . ._  _ . .  ...._...._._,—-_.____. . - - .___,_

LOOK AT THESE FACTS :
El GEMINI provides means of producing film and video recordings simultaneouslyr
or individ ualiv. EI GEMINI provides high qua qr film. superior to tit at obtainable from
the telerecording process. [1 GEMINI provides a high quality:r means of programme
distribution to oou ntries with differe nt television standards. El GEMINI film costs less
to make. to store, to ship. El GEMINI enables production of high qualityr colour film
from your present black and white video equipment. EI GEMINI makes editing
simpler and quicker with the exclusive Edilite system. t:IThe GEMINI svstem is
completelv compatible with normal W studio operations and location shooting.
El GEMINI units can be fitted easiiair and quickly to all leading makes of Tl»Ir ca meras.

Sen o' for fuii detaifs to:
gThe  Rank  Organisat ion

L“ RANK STUDIO'EQUIPMENT
Woo-rigor Fld. Shepherds Bush, London W12. Tei: SHE 205G Cables: Rankprestu, London
“ ' J '  ‘ " ‘ “ ’ " *  ..a.L'IorM-G—Mfieminifexciuo’r'ngmeAmericasandJapanJ“H IE  — ‘ -  u
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For fear of scaling our non-technical readers, I have tacked these
three 'oily rag’ articles at the end of the proceedings. If you amt
to skip them, do feel free. Otherwise let's all revel in thentl

First are two articles of the land we always enjoy receiving
because theyr encornage readers to take oh‘ the back from old sets
and roll up their sleeves. Both are veryr ’accessihle' cn'licles cnsd
their step-by—step approach should make it easy for others
intending to 'do up cm old set'.

WHY AM I SPENDING TIME AND
MONEY ON OBSOLETE JUNK?
asks Chris Garnet!

i noticed it three years ago under a pile of 'stuil’ and a layer of dust in
our local junk shop; now you think i am going to say it was a pre-war
set in immaculate condition and I managed to pick it up tor a tennerl
Not quite; it was an early 19605 set, very chunky and in diabolical
condition. What is more I gave £20 tor it so I undoubtedly overpaid by
about... £20. A couple of double hernias later it was home — then it was
in the attic.

The Christmas before last, a friend gave the an article on vintage TV
equipment and my thoughts turned to the set in the attic. What had
prevented me progressing further with it was the lack of a 405-Iine
video signal. The article mentioned a weird bunch who were
dedicated to all things 4fl5... Ah, i thought, maybe they can help me
find a standards converter. i made contact, received a sample copy of
the magazine, became hooked and joined.

i was, however, still no further forward with the standards converter. At
this time both the vendors of standards converters [Pineappte and
Dinosaur Designs) had ceased producing tor various reasons. I was
iucky enough to obtain a surplus printed circuit board from Pineapple
and various bits and bobs that they had lying around from their
venture. Most oi the other components needed were standard types
and available tram RS l Electromail. However the ADC and DACs were
special Sony types.

3 duly wrote a letter to Sony. Eventually i received an  airy reply to the
efiect 'We don't deal with the public " but they did suggest a third party
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who would supply me, enabling me to finish the construction of the
converter. I took the finished article to work and stuffed a l-volt 625
colour bar signal into it, and with a minimal amount of jiggery-pokery, I
managed t o  get a reasonable signal out that looked ‘feasible’ on the
'scope and seemed to have about 405 lines per frame! I even found a
scrapped disc drive box with a PSU; this along with a Test Card ' 0
generator, a modulator [supplied by Dinosaun'l'est Cards 'r' Us} and an
old UHF tuner I had in my junk box completed a viable Standards
Converter r' Test Pattern generator boat.

Oh dear, it seemed I'd just blown my excuse. However, not wishing to
do  anything hasty, i t was last Christmas before I decided to lower the
monster in the attic down the stairs. The set is a Dynatron W 55, walnut
veneered — with doors on! Unfortunately the woodworm had made a
meal of parts of it; anyway that was the least of my worries, the inside
looked even more derelict than the out, webs, dust and rust. This beast
would need a lot of work before the mains could go anywhere near i t .

What i did notice however was that the set had '62 stamped on it, if this
was the was the date of manufacture, we shared the same birth year
and Dynotron was a Maidenhead company, where l was born —
spooky (must remember to contact Carol Vordermanl}. The set had to
come to bits, so i also took the opportunity to dispense considerable
quantities of woodworm treatment into the case {i wish I'd looked more
carefully before consigning it to the attic, I do hope rafters aren‘t as
tasty as 605 TVsl}. Much wire wool and moths later, the chassis looked
cosmetically better. The HT smoothing condenser was removed and
reformed, it seemed to respond well and was re—fitted. A smaller metal
can condenser had obviously seen better days and so I carefully
scooped out the dry contents and fitted two modern electrolytic caps
inside and sealed the end with black cardboard reinforced with a
layer of epoxy resin. The three terminals protruded through.

It was now t ime to t ry t o  obtain a circuit diagram, but try as i might, I
could not get hold of one for the model. The best I could get was
circuits for a W 54, and W 56,: the W 34 was the closest. This was a
radio-TillIr model whilst mine is a W only, also the sync separator and
timebase circuits varied considerably —- still, better than nothing. I
noticed all the gooey wax-covered tubular capacitors and despite
knowing the problems these have given to other restorers, being
basically lazy (and tight!) 1 left them in, after all l‘m a great believer in
authenticity.

I switched an. instantly the 5-amp fuse blew in the plug, um, why didn't
the 1.5-amp mains fuse blow in the set? Easy, someone had replaced it
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with a 1fl-amp! The reason the fuse blew was that the was: monstrosity
across the mains had a resistance of 2 ohms and smelled like bacon
frying. Right! Replace all the wax tubular stuff {15-odd caps);
authenticity is well overrated anyway in my opinionl

Switch on again... this time nothing happened. i checked that the
mains was arriving at the set —- it was but it was getting through the
mains switch but no further. This time it was the mains dropper. A
power resistor was obtained from RS and 'bodged’ across the open
circuit segment of the dropper. Switching on resulted in half the valve
heaters shining like light bulbs and half not alight; hastily switch all. The
problem was due to a small bead-shaped capacitor {1 DDUpF} short
circuiting the heater chain to chassis hall way along its length. This may
have been related to the open—circuit dropper segment. Switch on
again, all filaments were now alight and of reasonable brightness.

I decided to connect the standards converter, the set was tuned to the
correct channel and l was rewarded with taint sound. The line output
transformer was also 'whistling a happy tune' but no picture or raster
was present. A high voltage meter was borrowed from work and
showed that the EHT was only lf; it should have been told!
(according to the wrong circuit diagram! However, the tube on the
circuit was the same as mine so the EHT voltage is probably the some).
The EHT rectifier valve was replaced and HM! was then present, still no
signs of life from the tube... The tube cathode voltage seemed high but
the grid and anode were correct, whilst temporarily taking the cathode
low through a resistor resulted in a flash at luminance on the screen.

The ‘problem' was actually very simple and lust required the
adiustment of the ion trap magnet on the base of the tube; slight
adjustment made the difference between full luminance and nothing
(rny excuse is that l'm not used to fixing this old technology).

i was left with no picture and a very unstable raster. The hold controls
did not enable stability to be achieved. I decided to investigate the
lack of video. The voltages around the first vision lF seemed OK; the
vision detector was a pin contact diode on the secondary of the
second vision lF transformer. Time to wheel the 'scope out. I have no
isolation transformer so l have to remove the earth connection from the
'scope and 'float’ the 'scOpe to the chassis voltage, hopefully only a few
volts, assuming you have the mains applied the right way around to
the set (note: this is an extremely ‘rtaughty’ practice and not
recommended, I have to say this in these safety—fanatical times).
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Anyhow, there was no video present on the cathode of this diode but
'stufi' was present on the anode. The meter revealed that the diode
was open circuited. A replacement gave me a picture of sorts. i
decided to switch in Test Card 'C'. Careful adiustment of frame locking
control enabled the frame to be manually adjusted to be correct, but it
refused to ‘lock' adjustment in either direction resulted in rapid rolling.
The line lock was also behaving strangely; the picture would look in two
places, both wrong, two partial pictures, or three. The range on the
controi was phenomenal, the whole picture would fade after the three
locked pictures — presumably because the line frequency was so out of
whack the EHT drappedl. Unfortunately my circuit diagram diverged
from the circuitry on the timebase section so it was time to dive in with
the meter. Several high value resistors {above 100k} were up to it] per
cent out of tolerance so these were duly replaced with their metal
oxide equivalents.

Switching on again revealed... absolutely no change. As i had
measured all the resistors in sight and they were OK or replaced, and
also swapped the relevant valves, this left transformers and capacitors.
None of the transformers were open circuited or dead—shorted, so this
left capacitors. As I had already changed the waxy tubular types, my
eye was drawn to a pair of waxy flat types across a transformer not
shown on my circuit. [Jobbing a small value capacitor across the larger
at these resulted in a small electric shock (l) and a marked change i n
line trequency, unfortunately the value of the original had been erased.
I noticed that the smaller capacitor was slightly iess than half the size
and marked fiflflpf. The original capacitor measured 150p! on a
capacitance bridge. A lflflflpf 600V cap was obtained and the line lock
control enabied me to obtain a correctly line locked Test Card 'C’;
however the frame still siowly rolled.

An accidental knock to the first video It: valve locked the  picture; this
would not .be the first place i would have looked for this fault so I was
thankful for the piece at luck. {I assume that the field sync was being
corrupted within the IF stage although I couldn‘t get my ageing ‘scope
to trigger to the field group at the output of the video detector either in
the fault condition or when it was OK}. I attempted to clean the valve
socket but one of the inserts fell to bits so the socket was changed.

I now had a good stable picture with reasonable linearity, once the
requisite controls had been adiusted. The contrast available from the
tube was excellent (better than the 'proper’ I)! actually). I switched the
standards converter on and obtained Bob Monkhouse in glorious 405.
(i wonder if he's been hiding in the set since the early 60st}.
Unfortunately for fortunately l}, Bob was rather quiet; this was
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remedied by changing a further tflflflpF bead capacitor coupiing the
second sound lF stage.

The final component count was 25 changed (mainly caps). At this stage
the W suddenly died completely, yet another segment of the dropper
resistor had gone open-circuit. Another resistor was 'bodged on’; the
original dropper was now looking like a weird modern
techno-scufpture. Bearing in mind the chances of finding a new mains
dropper for the set is to all intents and purposes zilch; I decided to
replace the whole thing with 4 aluminium-cased power resistors bolted
to a lump of aluminium and screwed into the mains dropper cradle —
hardiy original but a lot neater. I_ don‘t suppose I will ever want to run
the set from 20!] yolts DC or any of the other weird and wonderful
yoltages the original arrangement facilitatedL

I‘m afraid i ‘copped out’ on the case and got our friendly local furniture
restorer to do it. The finished article looks great and l'm sure I couldn't
have obliterated all those worm holes. All I have to do now is to work
out a feasible story why I haye spent quite a hit of dash and time on
degrading perfectly good colour GEE—line signals to black and white
405 lines and renoyating a piece of equipment that:

a .  has a whistle louder than Roger Whittaker;
b. displays a picture that is grainier than Farmer Giles’ field at

haryest time;
c. dissipates more hot air than a party conference;
d. weighs more than Cedric Brown's wallet.

Anyone got any ideas?
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And now here's another article winch really does Show you don't
have to be {an ‘expert’

SEVEI lIIES OI A PYE '1
(or Don't forget file ion-trap)
Ba Ire Batkt'n

Issue 2? contained a hugely entertaining and informative article by a pair of experts on
the restoration of a Pye B lST. I found the article far fi'om discouraging and
immediately set about the half dozen sets I have acquired which have been gathering
dust. It will come as no surprise alter reading this that I had no experience of TV
servicing or handy mentor available. I relied on what I had read and my experiences
with radio restoration. By way of contrast with the earlier article, the following depicts
a complete novice groping his way through.

Before tackling any sets important to me I considered it pmdent to practise on a
couple of late fifties sets. This taught me a great deal, much more than I could hope to
learn by reading about servicing. As with radios, traditional servicing of a set which has
been operating satisfactorily within the last day or two is not the same as tackiing
something which has been unused for decades and acquired multiple faults.

I deh‘berately did not undertake mass capacitor replacement - this would have defeated
the educationfl purpose of  the exercise (a point often made by the editor of another,
new associated, magazine). I did, however, snip out anything directly across the mains
and bring the sets back very slowly on a variac, thereby efi'ecting at least some
reforming of the electrolytic capacitors. Throughout the task I took lots of voltage
measurements and booked the ‘scope in to get familiar with what was going on.
Incidentally I did not have a modulator available at this stage and was relying on a very
basic pattern generator to display horizontal and vertical stripes.

Getting the sets going involved the replacement of a succession of leaky capacitors,
resistors which had gone too high, and dodgy variable resistors, primarily in the
timebases. Notable problems, in both sets, were the boost voltage capacitor behig dead
short, and non-linear fi‘ame timebases. Getting the frames linear invoived the tedious
replacement of most of the capacitors in the flame linearity circuits (and of course the
cathode by-pass}. I see that this problem also arose with the Pye 313T restoration and
does appear to have been widespread. I've heard that in the early days of television
people got actorstomed to watching people with short legs and long faces — it was just
a feature of early TV.

Having finally got a decently linear raster displaying reasonably distinct stripes on these
sets I felt confident enough to tackle an older set —-a Pye V2. This is a bakelite set with
a 12" circular—faced CRT, allegedly inspired by the Dan Dare comic ship (the version
with a switch tuner, the W2, is featured in W is KING page 33}. Bang bakelite I
suppose it might be considered to be a ‘yuppie antique’ —— I still like it though. My
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esample looked fine fi'om the outside with no cracks or chips but was very sorry
looking inside (and still is) with a heavily msted chassis and cans. The vital
transformers, coils and tube heater all tested OK but I_was very concerned about the
LOFT —- one leg of the EYSI was detached and quite a lot of insulation was missing.
However, all the winding resistances tested spot on with the published figures in Radio
& I? Servicing (Vol. IV page 534}. I decided to press on regardless and squirted
silicone sealant over the LEFT where the insulation was missing —- I had some left in
the tube after doing the shower tray. Is there something else I should have used?

I cleared the rust Earn the chassis with a hberal application ofJenolyte [are we allowed
to advertise? Not — Etfitor) but not being filssy, as is now obvious, I left it rather
rough with the unlikely to be fulfilled intention of doing the polishing later. With my
impedance to get sets working I seem to adopt the “I'll come back to it later" approach
rather a lot.

The nest task was to reform, if possible, the electrolytics, this time taking more care
and doing them individually througi an old thirties battery eliminator supplied by a
variac. This way it is possible to watch and control the leakage. All the high voltage
electrolytics {C23, C24, C35, C44, C49), including the HT smoothing and reservoir,
reformed nicely with leakage at under half a milliamp at the operating voltage. This
was very fortunate because I wouldn‘t know where to get suitable replacements for
these large caps. The low vottage electrolytics (C36 and C43} did not reform well at all
but it was an easy matter to put small modern replacements under the chassis and leave
the originals physically in situ.

Next I had to decide on which capacitors to replace — I by now accepted it was
sensible to replace certain was papa rubbish prior to switch on. I followed the
approach of Messrs Izycky and Grant with the Pye 313T and changed the V2
equivalents of those they identified. Initial changes included C21, (322 (RP filters),
C34, CST, C39, C40 (sound area), C41, C46, C51}, C52, C53 {timehase area}. I did not
initiaIly change aii the flame linearity capacitors. Having made the changes I scanned
the chassis to see a couple of was paper capacitors and about a half dozen Htmts
brown plastic types remaining. I decided to leave them —— I was getting impatient.

A couple of segments of the mains dropper and the vertical hold (R5?) were replaced
and it was time to power up. I was really excited and I suppose I expected it to work.
The valves lit and sound came through with the signal generator but there was no sign
of a raster. I was innnediately convinced that the problem was with the LOFT or EHT
rectifier.

I hadn't done a great deal of screwdriver poking at EHT on the other two sets so didn‘t
really know how to approach this crude method of EHT testing. Anyway the EHT on
this set is only about $ .5e  and large sparks shouldn't therefore be expected. With a
floating screwdriver I got a nice blue glow on the EHT anode but not much at all at the
cathode. This convinced me that the EHT rectifier was at fault. In anticipation of
entering this silly pastime I had acquired a good selection and quantity of spare TV
valves but could not find an EYS] {I suppose when valves are recovered fi'om scrap
sets its not considered worth the hassle of unsoldering them). I was lucky however
because I saw fi'oni the data that the EYEE is electrically similar — the heater is anyway
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— and I had a known good one of these. So I recovered a B9A base and suitable anode
cap and soldered these to the silicone sealant covered LOP'I' and suspended the EYSfi
over it. This really wasn't very pretty and there was still no raster. The screwdriver
responses were the same as with the EYSI.

I became determined to establish whether the EHT was as it shonld be. It octarrred to
me that l have a digital electric fence tester which might be writable. The normal
operating voltage of the fence is my but in short pulses - I wasn't sure if a continuous
EHT voltage would blow-up the tester. Anyway I risked it with a quick touch and got
a reading of SRV. I felt encouraged but not convinced. I nest made a chain of my
whole stock of lflhtlohm resistors and put them in series with my multimeter —— I got a
reading which implied an EHT again of about SIN. I was now almost convinced there
was reasonable EHT. The low readings could no doubt be explained by weaknesses in
the measuring methods. Feeling gradually brave about EHT I next put a flying lead to
chassis on the ‘well—insrdated’ screwdriver and approached the CRT anode. This time a
convincingly healthy spark jumped. This finally convinced me that the EHT was GK.

So why no raster? I had at an early stage checked the other tube electrode voltages and-
foundthemtobeofthe right order. Iwas beginningto thinktherecuuldbeanhiternal
open circuit in the tube. I even stopped the flame time base in hope of seeing a
horizontal line. I increased the tube heater voltage but still no raster. However, looking
again at the grid and cathode voltages it seemed the grid was just a little low and the
cathode a little high So I joined them and with myhead and the screen buried under
cloth I could see a half-height raster. I needed a break to enjoy the moment and have a
drink.

The CRT grid-biasing components [3.23, R24), meloding a dodgy brilliance control,
were replaced with values which would allow a little greater positive bias to be
applied. A weak raster could now be obtained. 1 then turned to the ion-trap. lust
moving this back abrart an eighth of an inch solved everything. The brilliance control
had to be armed back! I suppose the ion-trap had at some time taken a knock forward.
Another moment to enjoy and stop for a drink. In a way I'm glad I hadn't identified this
at the outset — I learnt quite a lot on the way.

The pattern generator indicated the seemingly inevitable cramped bottom on the flame.
Yet againthc rmaining original linearity capacitors {C45 and C4?) had to be changed.
With the set diaplaying seven equal and distinct horizontal lines I felt a great
achievement and called my wife to the workshop to witness the event. Strangely she
didn‘t seem to be too impressed with "just lines". Maybe we 495 Alivcrs really are nuts.
[hiaybe‘il‘i Definitely! ll ~Etlitor]

Next in line for the treatment are two much more serious sets — a Murphy V114 and
GED BT'HJQZ (the 405 Alive cover set} - with rathm dilferent EHT arrangements. You
dorft think I should even think about it, do you'll“?
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A TALE OF TWO TELLIES
The Editor confesses...
I am often asked if I have a large collection of televisions. Strange to
relate. l do not — just three old ones in fact. For some reason (well. it's
not surprising really} i do get offered rather a lot of sets, which E
normally decline. The phone rings and a voice says: "We've been
referred to you by the Vintage Wireless Museuml'by MOMIlby the
Bradford Museum and wondered if you'd be interested in this old set
which we really don't want to scrap... "

I normally offer these people a free advertisement at the back of this
magazine but some callers are not that easily silenced. Earlier this year
one such caller insisted: "But you really must come and see the set. it's
not too far from you and we have to clear the house within a week."

The set in question was a Defiant console of 1948, a monster of a set
and a phone call soon revealed that it was quite scarce, it would
contain a Plessey chassis [quite desirable in itself) and that David
Boynes wanted it! On this basis I grudgingly agreed to drive forty—five
miles in the dark at 20 minutes’ notice and inspect said set.

It was pretty dirty but it just managed to fit in the car. I had come to
collect one set but here was another. "Yes, the next-door neighbour
noticed l was making trips to the dump and asked if I would take this
one as well," was the explanation. In fact this second set was a little
beauty — a 1D” Hlvl’v' table set of 1950, the model 130M. in virtually mint
condition. With it came a magnifier lens on a perspex stand. To have
condemned this set to the tip would have been the supreme crime, so i
willingly accepted it and offered a small gift.

The big floor—standing Defiant was the first to return to life. David
Boynes is a win at reviving old tellies and within a week of taking
delivery had it working again. Not bad lor a write-off set which had
been stored in a damp garage for so many years! The cabinet will
need some tender loving care but the electrical work is all done.

Now, the delightful little HM’v‘ table model which the callous neighbour
wanted taken to the tip. In my innocence I imagined it would be an
easy job to get going. and indeed vintage W technician Dave
nginson and I soon found the key fault which had led to the set's
condemnation~ all those years ago (or so we imagined}. The picture
was rolling vertically and we soon fixed the frame fault. I treated the
set to new valves all round and waited with bated breath.
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But then the real reason why the set had been given the heave-ho
become visible. The picture tube was as 'tlat’ as a pancake... in other
words totally and utterly worn out. All you could see was a pale grey
picture with no contrast. In fact the ‘lBUFA was notorious for this fault,
simply because the tubes soon failed. The trade hated these sets and
few have survived. Apparently the people who made the picture tubes
had  problems on the metal-taglass seals where the pins emerged from
the base at the tube and this was the set's Achilles’ heel.

But this set was as clean as a whistle otherwise, a little beauty, so the
search was on for a replacement CRT. I must have rung round every
dealer in the country but nobody had one lot this set. I even
investigated having the tube re-gunned but the only firm doing this
work today, Sherwood Tubes in Nottingham, said it was a risky
process on 46 year-old glass and they could not otter any guarantee
that the tube wouldn't collapse during the baking process. The job
would cost £50 and they would have to graft a thinner neck onthe tube
because they could only obtain narrow guns these days. Not very
promising and not very authentic!

My luck appeared to change when I learned that a retired TV dealer
had one of these tubes in his loft, unused, and I could have it for £50.
This sounded a better deal and the tube was brought here with great
care from Doncaster. The disappointment was considerable when it
was fitted: just a blue glow in the neck of the tube. lt was soft -— air had
got in. Another faulty air-to-glass seal... no wonder the 180m set had a
poor reputation!

There things rested for a couple of months until I heard another
collector and 405 Aliver, Leslie Hine, had just bought the complete
stock of old tubes from a dealership in Manchester which had closed.
Yes, he did have the right CRT and it would cost me £50. To cut a long
storyr short, this tube was brought down from the Lake District and it has
now been fitted. And guess what? The picture is the brightest, sharpest
picture I have seen on an old telly in years! it's a cracker!!!

So it was well worth waiting for and this set is certainly not going to the
tip now, even though I was several times close to consigning it there. ii
the story illustrates anything, it has three morals: never assume a set is
not worth fetching, never give up hope and never overlook what a
great resource we have in our own midst of 405 Alivers.
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WHO REMEMBERS..

PUBLIC INFORMATION FILMS from The
CEI'I'IIAI. OFFKE of IIFOIII‘IAHOI‘!
Bob Netherway does for a start.
There are many things to be recalled fi'om television of the 19605 and eeriy Tfls,
especially when it comes to these short films that were mentioned in issue 30 of 435
Alive.

One that has been mentioned is the one ”about the cartoon couple sitting on a clifliop
somewhere in the UK, making observations about that chap in his little sailing dinghy.

“0h loo-ook Petunia, I think he's splicing his mainbrace.”
“Yes Joe.”
“Now he's waving to us, Petunia.”
“What about that couple on table no.6, Joe? They seem very nice, don"t
flleyT’ {Licks at ice cream.)

Then there is the one about road safety done in still drawings, with Frank Muir
providing the voiceover, which gem something like this:

Flapping canvas, brakes that squeal,
a careless movmnent of the wheel.
To all you drivers on the road,
use signals of the highway code.
Slow in advance, drive with care,
don’t give us all a sudden scare.
For flesh and blood like you we are,
but we* re out here, not in the car.

Then there are the ones that remind us about car thefi. The first that springs to mind is
the one where tow-rag is walking along a row of parked cars, and gives us his reasons
for not bothering with this one, or that one. _
Trafly devil, put a padlock on the steering wheel”, then the nest one he comes to, he
says “Uh oh, not with a. doggy in it.” At last, the one he has been looking for, a
Triumph Herald. “He's left the quarterlight open, in we go, key in the ignition, and
we're away. Some of em won’t nevver learn.”

House fires were always being warned about in these films. The earliest one I recall is a
cartoon called Guard MEI-e. It featured some gnardsmen of course and used to he
shownjust after Watch With Mother, before Test Card (I came back on. Boomer more
recent one was the famous Shaw Taylor fihn — he even had a telephone box in the
studio, how very convenient!
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One of my all—time favourites is the one about Reginald Mowhusband, The Safest
Parker in Town. Reginald tried and tried to park his Austin .1 106, but what he missed
hitting at the front, he was snre'to make up for at the hack People Wfllfld some for
miles just to watch Bookmakers gave odds on his performance until the day Reginald
got it right. ‘Well done Reginald Mowhushand, the safest parker in town!”

ALIGNMENT ALERT
Kelvin Mallett
Last time we looked in depth at the *Art Ears’, as used by the BBC Television
Service, and found that it was a very basic test signal indeed. Despite this,
however, it fulfilled many functions and was very useful in the early days of
television. It was also noted in passing, that other signals were used at the
same time, but only very rarely. One of these was the ’sawtooth'.

The Tsawtooth' was an even more basic. signal than the ‘Art Bars‘, but that
didn’t stop the I'I'fi. using it right up until the munduction' of colour. If
information about BBC Alignment Signals was scarce, details of I'I'fl signals
are practically non-existem. It has been noted though, that I'I‘A Anglia, ITA
London, [TA Midlands and [Ta Southern all need sawtooth and tone for
alignment prior to the daily trade test periods. From this it may be inferred
that all ITA channels used the sawtooth and tone in this way. Unlike the
BBC, the {TA also used sawtooth and tone at the end of trade test periods,
prior to the tuning signal. '

Below is a diagram of the sawtooth.

Fault: H1113: Level.

Blank Laval-

Basically the visual effect should he a smooth transition from black level to
peak white from left to right across the screen, but due to the ’transfer
characteristicI of the picture tube, it was more like a third black, transition
to peak white, and the final third pea]: white. '

as far as can be ascertained, the sawtooth was never meant to he a test
signal of the type of the an Bars, and was certainly never meant to be used
to set up TV sets or diagnose fanlt conditions. The only real purpose was for
checking links between the studio and the transmitter, and between
transmitters. Just about the only things you could check on a TV receiver
using the sawtooth would he contrast and RF and IF gain. If your contrast
was too high, you would lose just about all the transition from black,
through grey, to peak white, and you would see a very poor quality Line
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Bar. If your contrast was set too low, you would not get peak white, or full
black, and the display would look 'washed out. If, for some reason, very
little signal was getting into or through the receiver, if you were able to lock
the signal, you would have an almost even grey display.

If the sawtooth was no good for the TV trade, what was the point of using it
every day? Well, the alignment period was always for the broadcasters to
ensure that. everything was well with the landlines, microwave links etc.,
and the sawtooth is quite acceptable for this purpose. The way it was used
was to compare oscillograms of the transmitted signal with oscillogiams of
the studio signal. It the two were radically different you had a problem.
Because an oscilloscope display shows any degradation in signalfar more
accurately than a picture tube display, the sawtooth was a very adequate
black and white alignment signal.

its was remarked above, the sawtooth lasted up to the introduction of colour
on ITA. The firt Bars didn't fare quite so well. When the BBC television
service split into BBC 1 and BBC 2, the Art Bar machine was relegated to
the Crystal Palace transmitter. Here it continued to be used for the morning
alignment period, until the standard colour alignment sequence was
introduced in November 1969. Whether or not the Fart Bars were also
transmitted to other regions by way of the transmitter network is uncertain,
as the only record is likely to be eyewitness account.

It was mentioned in passing, that sawtooth appeared like a poor quality Line
Ear when viewed with the contrast set too high. What, you are all asking, is
a Line Bar?

fl Line Bar is basically a split screen, being black on the left, and white on
the right. This signal was not used during the alignment period, however,
but on rare occasions during the trade test period on the BBC Television
Service. When a transmitter had to be on reduced power, Test Card [I or D
was used by the transmitter to notify the trade of the condition. Well, this
was fine if your transmitter was the only one fed by the regional centre, or if
the transmitter was equipped with a slide scanner. By the 19695. however,
there were many low—powered relay transmitters, which were unmanned,
and were fed from the main transmitter. Here, if the transmitter needed to
go on to reduced power, the Line Bar signal was used. Unlike the sawtooth,
the Line Bar could be used as a test signal, in that the sharp edge of the
black to white transition could be used to detect poor high and low
frequency responses in the TV set, or ghosting caused by poor aerial siting.

Very closely related to the Line Bar is the Pulse and Bar. Readers will be
familiar with the pulse and bar signal used today prior to test cardffleefax
transmissions, but the black and white pulse and bar was a very much more
basic signal. The Pulse and Bar of the 1969s and early fits was a Line Bar
with a needle pulse in white in the black portion of the Line Bar. The term
needle pulse is used to describe the characteristic of the additional white
signal, which like a sewing needle, is extremely thin in terms of display on
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the screen. In addition to being thin, a needle is long, and the needle pulse
is peak white compared to black, which shows up like a needle when
displayed on an oscilloscope. As the Pulse and Bar was transmitted for the
benefit of the broadcasters and net for the TV trade, the Pulse and Bar was a
very useful tool indeed for checking the quality or the links between the
studio and transmitters etc..

When was the Pulse and Bar used for alignment? This is uncertain, owing to
records not being available for this activity; however, it appears that the
Pulse and Bar was used in the Midland region, during the usual colour
alignment sequence. As it was used in the Midlands, it may have been
carried up the transmitter chain to other areas, but in view of the lack of
information about this, it must be heated as speculation in respect of being
transmitted by other areas. The timescale involved is between 1904 and
19th or thereahouts. The Pulse and Bar was never transmitted by London
and it must be considered a local signal.

It has been stated earlier in the history of this magazine, that when the
Midland area was setting up the new colour transmitters and studio
facilities, the Pulse and Bar was transmitted from 0?.00 to 03.30 with sound
from Radio 3. This adds weight to the view that the use of the Pulse and Bar
was purelyr regional.

The only other black and white alignment signal was the 50H: square-wave,
known b_v some as ‘night and day’. Here the signal is peak white at the top
of the screen and black at the base of the screen, basicallyr a Line Bar turned
through 90 degrees. The onlyr purpose of this signal was a low frequency:r
check on the links between studio and transmitters etc. and an oscilloscope
was mquired for this check to be carried out. The 50H: square wave was
part of the regular colour alignment sequence from 1904 till the end of
alignment in favour of Ceefax pages.

Next time we will take an in depth look at the Colour Alignment Signals.

RECOLLECTIONS FROM THE
TRADE
Ray Tamer recounts his involvement with the
radio and teletdsion trade in Northampton
Northampton Wireless Relayr Ltd was formed in 1933 by Raymond George Turner,
technical director, and William Thomas Cooper Sinesthers. At that time, the
Northampton Electric Light and Power Comparw’s area had about 5?,000 households,
23,000 of which were not on mains electricitv and 1,500 were on DC. The Relay
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service was in great demand as it supplied two radio programmes via 3-inch moving
coil loudspeakers, and at good quality and volume. The cost of the service was i s  3d
per week, which worked out much cheaper than buying a battery set and getting the
accumulator (for LT) charged at a wireless dealer, garage or cycle shop, plus the need
to buy a new High Tension battery every three or four weeks for about l'i's 6d. The
Relay could be left on fi‘om 06.00. to midnight, without it costing any more.

In 193?, Wireless Rentals {Northernpton} Ltd was formed to rent out mains radio sms
to those customers who wanted more than two stations. The sets ofl'ered were the
Philco People’s set, Ace and Armstrong, and a few other odd makes. The cost was 2s
3d per week

When the 193 9f45 war started, the government gave priority of materials supply to
wireless relay companies, because many wm'e fed direct from the BBC by landline, and
Air Raid Precaution messages could be sent out over the networks. Most ARP
Wardens' Posts were connected to the service, as were most factories and many
ofiices. Air raid warnings were put out, and the hours of the service were extended to
24 hours per day. Every factory canteen in the town had the service, and amplifiers
was installed in many factories to provide Music While You Work. I remember going
into a clothing factory making military clothing, and the girls were all singing to the
music.

Asthewarcametoanend,R.G. Turnerandhisthen partnerntrnedtheirthoughls to
television. They had run the l’yelhclurphy Mental wired TV service, and they
realised the potential for TV in every home. Initially, the TV sets were sold, not rented.
The mains-transformerless Pyes in 9“ and 12" form were the favoured models. In 1952
it was decided to rent Pye 12“ TV for 12s 6d per week, which covered all the
maintenance. The sets went out like hot cakes and the biggest problem was getting
hold of enough sets. Invicta {a Pye relation} sets were also hired out. Other makes
tried were GEE STE 145, a 12' set with GEE cathode ray tube. We had 31 of these,
and, in the first 13  months had to change 14D CRTs, under guarantee, afler which
GEE offered these tubes at half price, but we declined, and changed the sets to take
the Mallard MWEU'M, by taking a first anode feed from the boost rectifier, and
strapping the focusing magnet with three steel bars. These sets were not as reliable as
the Pyes, and they had N3? frame output valves, which did not last very well, also the
alignment seemed to go off.

We also tried 200 McCarthy 12" sets which had totally unscreened Line Dutput
Transformers and no mains filters. Result .. obliteration of the radio reception for yards
around. We had to stick aluminium foil inside the cabinets and fit mains filters. These
sets also had myriads of bad contacts and the CRTs got dirty very quickly, due to the
mask not fitting well. flther makes tried during the 12" era were l’eto—Scott, Cossor
(pm-Philips), a few of those awful Philips sets with U-series BSA valves, some Ace
and various other makes. We avoided MarconitT-IMV and any sets with Mazda CRTs
as these were not as good as Mullards.

The biggest event in the TV world was the advent of the Pye V4 14" BBC-only set,
later with a tuner for ITV, and still later with a higher IF fiequency, properly screened
coils and a better tuner. The V-‘lfVTfilfVT 1? had flywheel sync, black-level AGE and
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good audio. The series had its stock faults: unreliable LDPT, PCFSU line oscillator
valves developed glid-to-cathode shorts (we found that every PCFSU needed to be
tested in the Ave Valve Characteristic Mfier before use}. We used Siemens or
Sylvania PCFSDs, or German Dario, as tltcse were better. Other fi'equent faults were
EYSI EHT rectifier, flame output valve going low-emission, and odd mner faults. The
Pye Service Manual, as usual, was superb, and their service department was extremely
helpfirl. We did not like Hunts decoupling capacitors, which sufl'ered fi'om cracked
mouldings, especially where there was some heat.

We would repair any make of TV and we generated a lot of sales by lending a
brand—new Pye to anybody whose set was in for repair. When lll‘lv'r was established, we
added RGDIRegcntone to our rental stocks. We found the 19-inch dual-standard
model very reliable and a good performer.

In the early post-war days, it made sense for the majority of viewers to rent their
monochrome TV receivers. We had a good scnrice deparnnent, and there was never
any problem about repairing rented sets — if the thing needed two PCFBfis and a P132,
then in the parts went. I remember having an Invicta 14“ brought in with the complaint
that the Test lCard C was always on. This really intrigued me, but whmr I connected
the mains, I found that the Test Card was imprinted on the tube. The customer was an
elderly person who left the Titan allday- she toldthe'fll servicemanthat she didit
for company.

Another complaint was of mufiled sound. The set was a 12" Pye BBC-only console. I
went to this one myself. The old boy who rented this one lived in a farmhouse. I
opened the back and found the set was completely fill of straw and hay ~— a
magnificent mouse‘s nest which muffled the sound completely. Removal of the stufing
restored things to normal. A very connnon problem with the Pye FY] 12" was that the
Westinghouse metal rectifier gradually became poorer and poorer —— the cure was to fit
an Antomat equivalent — these never went wrong.

A well-known early post-war TV kit was the Vieunnaster. One of my father's friends
made one, fitted it into a vm'y nice console cabmet, using a Mazda 12" CRT (he
worked for Mazda] and got quite a reasonable result. One day, while he was at work,
the 'phone rang, and his wife went into the hall to answer it. There was an almighty
bang, she dropped the phone and rushed into their sitting room to find that the picture
tube had imploded. There was glass sticking into the wooden finniture, into the
pictures, and the curtains were torn. The tube must have been under some strain, and it
was luckythattheladyhadbeeninthe hall.

When the BBC-only 405 line sets were retumed off rental, we had about two hundred,
which we dropped out of the first-floor window of our storeroom, then took them to
the tip. There was absolutely no demand for these, apart from a few which had
convenes fitted. The Pyc FV] sold in 1953 at T3gns., and, for this price a few years
later, you could get a 19“ dual-standard trustees set. TV really was very good vaiue
for money.
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A customer bought an hndcta 12" (Tree, 1 think} and we installed the set and an H
aerial —- excellent picture as the customer lived high—up. About twn weeks later, we had
a telephone call horn me customer's wife, who said the set had made a nasty mess on
her table. I went up to see it, and that the lady, who was very house-proud, had made a
thick felt cover, tailored to fit completely over both sides, back and heat, with a flap
which could be lifted with a press-stud, so the picture could be viewed. I had to
explain that the set needed to have ventilation. We had to replace various waited-paper
capacitors, but there was no other apparent damage.

A customer in a village near Daventry complained that his Pye 12" FV] had awfirl
Daventry pattem, sometimes, but his next-door neighbour had no such problem {this
patient, notorious in the district, was caused by the high-Apmvered radio emissions
flout Beverley}. I went to see this one - there was pattern, but I asked the lady of  the
house whether she had actually seen the neighbour‘s TV. She said she hadn’t, so I
popped next—door, and asked i f ]  might view their set. It tamed out to be an old 12“
Bush console. The proud owner drew the curtains, closed the door into the hall,
switched on and we waited. After about five minutes, a faint picture appeared, with a
massive ion-bum. I explained to our customer that the neighbour‘s set needed a new
tube.

The shop phoned us to say that a rental set at Queen Eleanor Road was in need of
repair. The outside servicemen read the card; it said key under door-mat. He fetched
the sfi in — it was truly poor and I had to replace fi'ame output valve, line output valve,
sync separator, volume control and PYEE rectifier. When I had finished, it was perfect.
Norman took it back, mid-afternoon. About 5pm., we had a phone call fi'om the shop;
no—one had been yet to repair the rental set at Queen Eleanor Terrace. Norman went
immediately and did a couple of valve-changes, msult good. We realised that some
lucky TV owner had had a free repair, thanks to the girl in our shop getting the address
wrong.

We used to repair two old sets for the Egg-Man. We called him this because he kept
dozens and dozens of hens {flee-range) and he sold eggs fiom his old van, going all
round the villages in the Daventry area. He always paid as in eggs — never seemed to
have any cash — and the workshop and outside service staff had a generous supply of
tags, about every two months.

Another local dealer had an outside servicemen who was a very loud-hearted soul. |[Joe

day he was out in his van and picked up a dead dog and took it to the police station.
On entering the yard, he suddenly felt a moist, warm tongue on the back of  his neck —
the 'dead' dog had come round and was expressing its gratitude. The same man was
driving up a slight bill, when he had to stop for a pedestrian crossing. The walkers
having crossed, he accelerated off and heard a bonkety—bonkety sound behind him.
Looking in his rear-view mirror, he saw a television set that had fallen out of his van
and was turning over and over behind him.

We had one 12" Pye {rented} in for repair. Everything was wrong with it; it was
absolutely filthy inside, needed five new valves. I suspected the obvious — customer's
payments in arrears, otherwise they would have complained long before. Much to my
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surprise, I found the payments were up to date; this customer had become accustomed
to constantly adjusting We bold, line hold, etc..

When some people wanted to buy a TV set, they would insist upon our taking a
brand-new, boxed set and opening it up and demonstrating it on the spot. We used to -
dread this because there was a time when one in every four or five sets needed
repairing before it would work satisfactorily. flur normal practice was to unpack the
new sets, set them up on Test Card (I , then run them for an hour or two. Some quite
remarkable faults were found; one set had a wire missing {so no sync}, some was so
bad that we sent them back to the manufacturer, some Cathodeon CRTs (made by
Pye} were impossible to focus correctly. In the early days of television, sets did vary
quite a lot. Whenever my father, or I, or one of the stud" wanted a new set, we used to
pick one out of four or five of the same model —- there was usually one which was just
that little bit sharper or with the best resolution.

Mazda CRTs were not anywhere near as reliable or as long-lived as Mullard. We
experienced cathodet'heater shorts on Mazda, and many Mazda tubes had to be
over-run by 25 per cent on the heater voltage. Mullard tubes sometimes needed heata's
boosted, but a cathodelheater short was .very rare. They only seemed to get
glidtcathode shorts, which a judicious sharp knock sometimes cleared, although we
had one W36I24 which we couid not clear, so I packed it up in the Mallard bus,
and rolled it down the workshop stairs, having nothing to lose -— it did the trick The
very best CR tubes we found were the Telefitnken.

We used a lot of replacement valves in servicing our rented sets, and we used
originally to put the duds in the dustbin. However, we had a visit fi'orn an odd sort of
trader who had a stall in a London street—market, and he would buy any old valve for
sixperce (old money} so we kept them for his regular visits; he would also buy any
patt—eschanged set, no matter how old or in what condition. He explained that he
could sell used valves and old TV sets to what he called the “kitchen-table mechanics’.
loncepaidhhnavisitathishome. IfoundhehadalargefaruilyandhehadaT‘hr
room for them, with one set at one did of the room, permanently tuned to BBC, and
another set at the other end, permanently tuned to ITV. The sets were switched on all
day, item the start of transmission to the end. There were about a dozen chairs to cater
for everyone. He ran an enormous American car which could swallow up large
numbers of  sets.

We used to smash up defective CRTs, but when the rcconditioners got going, they
would buy any tube with undamaged glassware. We found the reconditioned tubes a
bit variable, but when Mallard started to offer the service, their reconditioned tubes
were indistinguishable fi'om new, could be perfectly focused, and, apart from the lahei
looked just iike unused ones.

fine of the silly things that people used to say, in the early days of 405, was that " nine
inch sets are enough for most rooms, twelve inch for bigger rooms". Those little
screens were very thing to watch, and people with tired eyes soon framd that, as the
CR tubes became larger, so their eye-strains diminished. The 16" Pyes scented to give
a particularly sharp picture. We did sell a few Philips projection sets, but they needed a
totally dark room and were not nice sets to service, as, if anything went wrong, their
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built-in protective devices shut the thing down. Also, the litllt‘: cars did not last very
long, and replacement was fiddly.

The first colour set I saw used three Mullard W36l24 CR tubes with dichroic
mirrors, and had to be viewed fi'om very limited angle. However, the pictures were
truly breath-takingly good, even though on 4G5 lines.

We had a very busy time one winter, and the weather was absolutely foul. It was
raining and thundering, so the three of us working in the workshop felt uneasy about
rumring the sets off—air. Accordingly we went onto the pattern—generator. A few
minutes later, there was a loud crack, and I actually saw the spark fly between two
aerial outlet—sockets, about an inch apart _ one aerial was fifty feet above the ground,
and the other thirty feet above. The sockets were those gold-coloured Belling Lee
diecasts, and each had a little black mark. Several rental customers: sets were struck
that day, and the two isolating capacitors on the aerial input panels were blown apart
- no firrther damages.

I think the thing that really got television in Northampton olf to great popularity was
the televising of the Coronation in 1953. At that time, there were still ten cinemas in
thetown. Ifanordinaryworkingmanwautedto takehiswifeandtwo kids to the
pictures, they had to brave the weather, get a bus, or go by car (not all that common,
car-ownership], pay, at the cheapest, about halfthe cost of  a rented TV set for a week,
plus maybe an ice—cream each. The ordinary bloke soon realised that TV was very
good value for money: not the best of programmes, no feature films, but very
convenient, and a great novelty. Cinenas spent very little iroproving th-r seating and
their decor... the furniture industry was producing more and more comfortable chairs
and setteee, and people set about improving their homes and their fiJrnishings after the
wartime and early post-war years of austerity and making~do. In wartime days, most
people fiound that the cinema seats were more comfortable than their own chairs, but
things were now changing.

The cinemas had the advantage of being able to ofi‘er colour, and big screens, but those
W salespeople could see big changes coming, for example ITV, and, later, colour TV.
A few attempts were made by the cinemas to offer novelties, such as stereoscopic
films, for which the audience had to wear rubbishy, throw-away spectacles, one green,
one red lens, but, inexorably the cinemas began to die. The final nails in the cofins
came with 625 and colour TV. Maybe if it had been possible to have 405 with
sequential scanning, rather than interlacing, it might have continued longer, but
American and German technology won the race.

4! TECHNICAL TALE

Robert Cosqfirstwrree:
I remember seeing a description of a product for TV repair shops: it was :1 splice
with some solder paste already provided. Slip it over the new lead and the stub
of the old lead, and heat with soldering iron. It looked like a small tightly wound
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tinned wire and wrapping it around a jig (which would just be some #22 wire)
and using that as the splicer. Probably better than just doing a pair of loops
with the leads to be spliced.

spring. Due probably could make your own by taking some say 24 gauge baT

Sprague made these. They sold them separately as well as including them with some
of their capacitors for the replacement market. They were actually a solder-coated
holiow spiral of wire, or you could visualise them as ‘copper wire core” solder wound
in a spiral. There was a catchy name for them when they first came out, which Pve
forgotten You would slip one lead into each end and heat with a soldering iron. They
seemed to work OK, but never really caught on. Too crude for the purists who would
remove the old lead completely and attach the replacement part to the lug, too much
work for the ‘cut and splice” crowd. [lay Henuigan]. I

THE BIRTH OF CABLE TV?
The Fall. I996 issue of American Heritage of invention 8: Tecimlogy contains an
article titled "The Birth of Cable TV" by George Marines. a reporter for the
New York Doiiy News. The article relates the history of the world‘s first
commerciai cable teievision system, located in Astoria, Oregon.

The Astoria system was constructed in the I‘Hfls by Ed Parsons, a iocal W
dealer. Like many other W dalers of the day. Parsons figured he'd be able to
sell more W sets if his potential customers could receive TV signals.

i'd like to add a few personal reminiscences about Astoria. Astoria is located
at the mouth of the Columbl River, about 60 miles nord'twest of Portland (95
miles by public roads. according to my Oregon State map).

My wife and I visited Astoria a few years ago. We made the obligatory trip up
Concomb Hill to visit the Astoria Column. a IIS—foot lookout tower offering
a spectacular view of the surroundings, including the Columbia River, the
Pacific Ocean and Mt. St. Helens.

Thinking this might be the site of Parsons' original headend. I looked around
for some evidence of its presence. If there was ever a headend there, it's
gone now. But I was delighted to discover a prominent granite monument
near the entrance to the tower. The monument bears the following text:

A bronze plaque on top:

SITE
OF THE FIRST COMMUNITY ANTENNA

TELEVISION INSTALLATION
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IN THE UNITED STATES
COMPLETED. FEBRUAR'I‘r l949

ASTORIA. OREGON

Engraved into the vertical front face:

CABLE TELEVISION
WAS INVENTED AND

DEVELOPED BY
L E. ‘ED' PARSONS

ON THANKSGIVING DAT
I948. THE SYSTEM

CARRIED THE FIRST TV
TRANSMISSION BY

KRSC-TV CHANNEL 5
SEATTLE. THIS MARKED

THE BEGINNING OF
CABLE TV.

KRSC-T‘v" is now KING-TV. Seattle's NBC station.

The bronze plaque states pretty clearly that Coxcomb Hill was the site of the
first ‘installation’ - presumably the headend. But according to the I&T article.
the original headend was on the roof' of a building down in the valley. in
Astoria itself. So maybe I was looking in the wrong place.

Astoria is also home to another important historical site: Fort Clatsop
National Memorial, a reconstruction of the original fort constructed by Louis
and Chrk in I305. Having successfully discovered the mood: of the Columbia
River (and having established that the legendary ‘northwest passage' didn‘t
exist), they built Fort Clatsop as winter quarters. and returned to St. Louis
the following year.

For readers not Familiar with American Heritage of Invention and Technology. it's
a fascinating magzine. Published by Forbes. it is sponsored by a single
advertiser. General Motors. The title says it all: it covers the history of
invention and technology in the United States. The editors at Forbes are
solely responsible for editorial content: articles about the automobile industry
get equal billing with articles about any other industry.

Neal McLain, 2305 Manor Green Drive, Madison. WI 53?! J
E-mail: |fl31lll30l I@compuserve.com

This was posted an the lntemet It sounds good but as is so often the case, it’s wrong.
There were commercial community antenna (cable) installations in London as early as
l93r5 {K}. Easton: TI-llRT’f YEARS IN CABLE TV. I930: Pioneer Publications,
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Mississauga, Ontario] and also during the second world war in Berlin and Hamburg.
According to Easton’s book, the first cable TV system in the USll was astonished by
john Walsan in Mahanay t, Pennsylvania in l 943, although he did not start
charging for service until the following year. {FIE}

WEIRDNESS and more weirdness
Quote of the day: “A critic is a legless man who teaches running."
{Charming Pollock]

“There are too many people in the information technology business who
think you can get a baby in one month by making nine women pregnant
however often you by it, it doesn’t work. People have got to be realistic
about the time it takes to do things.” [Philip Calling, head of systems,
Railtrack]

Maxwell's Maxim: "Trust is like virginity — you can only lose it once"

AIL WET: Drought has caused Falcon lake, created by a dam on the Rio
Grande near Laredo, Texas, to drop more than til] feet. Officials are now
concerned that people are ‘looting’ the 18th-centln'y towns that are now
above the water line for the first time since they were flooded when the
darn was completed in the 1950s. "These loohers, grave robbers and artefact
collectors are destroying the cultural heritage of Texas and 'Mexico," state
historian Iim Brnseth says. 'We are melting an assessment of the magnitude
of the problem to see how bad the looting is." [UPI]

...Flooding with (it? feet of water is 'consertratian’. Collecting fior display
is ‘deshnciion’. Got it. {courtesy of This is Tare.)

SMALL, MEDIUM OR UAR? A Rhode lsland game manuiacturer has
delayed distribution of a new CID-ROM computer game in order to
remove a scene. lire Music in Me, designed for ages eight and up, has
a sequence where the viewer can see a TV set in a living room. The W
shows a commercial for cereal where the announcer says "Hey kids!
Don't forget the surprise in  the  box." A small boy reaches in and polls
out a wrapped condom. “Gee whiz,“ the lad says, "it's my size!”

ReadySoit, which was to distribute the game for the Tune 1000
company of Toronto, said the commercial wasn't noticed in testing
because reviewers were looking only for technical problems. 'We
weren‘t looking for anything like this,“ the company‘s spokeswoman
said. 'This is a family-oriented... game.“ (Renter)

"family—oriented, famri‘y—pianning—arienreof. what‘s the difierence?
(courtesy of This is True.)
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One of the best quotes I have ever heard came from an auctioneer when
asked if an item was in working condition. His response was... "the last
time it worked, it worked perfect". I about fell out of my seat when I heard
that one. [Bob 1Wood]

Seware the W Trance
Americans spend 40 percent of our precious tree time -— between 15
and 13 hours a week — in front of a flickering T‘v‘ screen. Why? People's
lists of reasons start with "relaxation."

But they've got it only hatf right, says Rutgers University
psychologist Robert Kubey, Ph.D., co—author oi Television and the
IZituality of Life. Kubey and his colleagues acknowledge that their
research confirms that W—viewing increases a lpha  activity and  other
indicators of calmness. Indeed, so sedating is the  tube that Kubey
draws a parallel between television viewing and  hypnotic states.

The catch is that after you turn off the TV, relaxation seems to
vanish with the picture. Viewers report that on arising from the couch,
they feel sluggish, guilty, sapped, lonely, or drained, rather than
relaxed. The more TV watched, the worse the feelings of dissatisfaction.

The key to really relaxing in front of a TV set is to watch shovvs,
not mindlessly stare at the screen. Don't turn on the set unless you‘ve
planned what you want to see. Scheduie the family‘s favorite programs
each week, watch only those, and turn t he  set off immediately. [Popular
Mechanics {USN}

Can anyone make out the full words to the theme tune of the Top Cat
cartoon show‘il
Created by Hanna-Barbers, Top Cat and his scruffy band of cats - Benny,
Chooflhoo, Spook, Brain and Fancy-Fancy — have occupied the heart of
Manhattan‘s business district, watching out at all times for Officer Dibble,
since their Ti? premiere in 1961. The theme tune words and music were
written by Wflliam Hanna and Ioseph Barbara as follows:

Top Cat, the most effectualfl' op Cat, who's inteliecmaliCIose
friends get to tail him TCfProviding it's with dignity.

Top Cat, the indisputableiLeader of the WHe's the boss, he's
the VlPiHe's the championshipiHe's the most tip top, Top Cat.

Yes he's the boss, he's the Kinnut above everydtingiHe's the
most tip top, Top Cat!

Laurel Chamberlain, Wand Cartoon Network, Inndon.

Top Cat was based on Phil Silver's reprobate army sergeant Bilico and his
character was voiced by Arnold Stang, a good iookalilre for Phil Silvers.
Podgy Benny The Bail was based on Private Doberman, and for Bilina’s
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long—suffering seniar officer Caianel Hall, see Officer Dibble. 1When Top Cat
was first shown in the UK there was a papilla]: brand of eatfead called Top
Cat and someone in the upper eehelans af the BBC insisted on changing the
main title to Bass Cat, lest it be deemed as advertising, despite the fact that
every other word in the show was Tap lEat.

Nick Mays, Cats Magazine. {Daily Mail, Friday, 22nd March 1995]

Quote of the day: "Experience is what enables you 111 reeegnise a mistake
when you make it again."
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Can’t get enough?
Would you Its a: site Issue I! 105 live flIB year, III!
III! Intel-m articles about old television?

list, the In! news
Son-3r, we can’t oblige...

And no! fie gm nets
...hut you can send for this year’s Kaleidoscope magazine.

Containing 36 large-format A4—size pages, it features really,ir solid
in-dEPth articles on old television programmes, archive affairs and
touch more, all by authoritative writers.

To secure your copy, inst send £3.50 to Kaleidoscope, 93 Old Park
Road, Dudley, West Midlands, DY1 SNE.

Articles include:
The Age of Aquarius (Zodiac)
Missrhg Beiieved Hiped 3
Upsroirs Downsiorrs Remembered
Aifred Burke interviewed
Teiewsioo Resources on me iniemei {obsoiureiyih voiuobiei)
A Fomiiy or Won iiii Death Us Do For? 965-1975

I Iii
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o
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5+

Get your copy now!
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5'0 MM? More
{baa/2152‘ a '

1113572221216...
Your Radiophile

subscription
is the key

eemogfvnv to all the
following:

11 Authoratative yet Entertaining Articies on All Aspects of
Vintage Radio
11 Access to a Huge Library of Servicing Information
1! Technical Information Service from a Team of Experts
across Britain
‘Ii Hugely Enjoyable Vintage Radio Expositions Four Times a
Year
1] Unique Teaching Workshops for Servicing Skills
1] Specialised Auctions of Vintage Radio Receivers and
Equipment.
All these and more can be yours for just £18*, the cost of a six-
issue subscription. No forms, no fuss, simply send a cheque
(sorry, no credit cards) to The Radiephile, “Larkhiil”,
Newport Road, Woodseaves, Stafford, ST20 GNP. Teiephone
(business hours only) and fax (anytime): 01785 284696.
*8)? only; afl otter ferrii‘oflias £254; .i Staffing, phase.
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42 Bridge Skeet Row, disaster.
TCUFaI: 01244348468 I"
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FREE SAMPLE
IF YOU SUV.
SELL OR CfliLECT
OLD HANDS YOU NEED...

ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED
Antique Radio’ 5 Largest Honthty Magazine

9900+ Simscribers! 199+ Page Issuesi
Classifieds {800+ monthly) - Ads for Parts El Services - Articles

Auction Prices - Meet & Fiea Market Info. Also: Early W. Art Deco,
Audio. Ham Equip, 30046. Telegraph, 49's .1 59‘s Radios 8: More...

Free 29-werd ad each month for absorbers.
Subscriptions: $1195 tor 5-month trial.

$34.95 tor 1 year{$51.95 for 1st Class flail).
Cart or write for foreign rates.

Collector's Price Guide books by Burris:
Antique Fred ios. BSDHprrces, 650 miorphoros ........... $1 9.95
Transistor Radios. 2209 prices, roe cobrphotos ...... $15.95

Pamerrrraquied with order. Addfl.flflperbootorderiorshippirrg.

A.H.C.. P.O. Bo: 992-9112. Carlisle. HA D1741 r—w
Phone:{599)3T1-9512— Farr: (59913714129

Use Visa or MasterCard for easiest payment!
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IF YOUR INTEREST IN OOMMUNICATIONS EKTENDS TO
WIRELESS OF DIES GONE BY; YOU SHOULD BE READING

I Whether that interest is in domestic radio and TV” or in amateur radio,
in military; aeronautical or marine communications, in broadcasting,
audio or recording, in radionavigation or in commercial radio systems
fixed or mobile, RADIO BYGONES is the magazine for you.

I Articles on restoration and repair, history, circuit techniques, valves,
personalities, reminiscences and just plain nostalgia —- you’ll find them
all! Plus features on museums and private collections, with colour
photographs of some of their most interesting exhibits.

I Covering developments from the days of Faraday, Maxwell, Herts,
Lodge and Marconi to the recent past, RADIO BYGONES is edited by
Geofl'hrnold GBGSR, who is also Editor of Morsam Magnificot, the
popular bi—monthly magazine for Morse enthusiasts.

I RADIO BYGOHES is published six times a jeans: subscription costs
£13.50 for one year by post to UK addresses, £19.50 to Europe or £23.75
to the rest of the world, airmail.

I If you would like to see a sample copy, send £3.90 {£3.2fl overseas] to
the Publishers at the address below. RADIO BYGOHES is not available
at newsagents.

I Please make cheques or postal orders payable to G E Arnold Partners.
{Overseas remittances must be in Sterling, payable in the UK. Cheques
must be drawn on a London clearing hauls}.

Payment from the UK or overseas by AccessurocardMasteI-card or
Visa is also welcomed; please quote your card number, card expiry date,
and ~vour name and address as registered with the card company.

G C Arnold Partners, 9 Wetherby C1038: ________
Broadstone, Dorset BHIB 8J3, England rm

TelephonefFAX: 01202 653474 _ _ m-
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THE TEST CARD CIRCLE
This society was founded in 1989 with less than twenty members.
Since then it has grown in membership to almost one hundred, and
has certainly grown in stature. The various broadcasting authorities
acknowledge the wealth of information and expertise possessed by
the membership, and regularly refer inquiries direct to the society.

Al l  aspects of television trade test transmissions are included within
the interests of The Circle: Test Cards and patterns, accompanying
music, slides and still pictures, Service information bulletins, Trade
Test Colour Films, and, of course, the dear old BBC Demonstration
Film.

A quarterly Itill-page magazine is issued which contains lively
and interesting articles on all of these topics. Each Spring, a
convention is held in the little market town of Leominster, where
members can meet for a delightful weekend of wonderful music
and pictures, good companionship, and pure nostalgia. i t  is also a
great deal of fun. There are usually guest presenters at the
convention, and in 1994 these were Andrew Emmerson, of 405
Alive, and broadcaster Tony Currie, formerly of Scottish Television
and Radio Clyde. We also had the honour of the opening
announcement being specially recorded for us on video by Sylvia
Peters, Sylvia, and BBC continuity announcer David Allen also
recorded in-depth interviews for us on video.

Previous guests have included Steve Ostler, John Ross-Barnard and
David Allan. iohn and David were the two men responsible for
compiling all of the BBC trade tests tapes used between 1959 and
l9??,  and we were delighted when they accepted Honorary Life
Membership of The Circle two years ago. We were also highly
honoured when Roger Roger, the French musician and composer,
whose music has been used during BBC trade tests since the mid
fifties, agreed to become Patron of The Test Card Circle in 1992.

if you are interested in this fascinating subject, write to the
Secretary, Doug Bond, 93  Great North Road, Gosforth, Newcastle
upon Tyne, NE3 SJP, and if  you send a 12.5’ x 9" self addressed
envelope with a 43 pence stamp, Doug wi l l  be pleased to send you
a sample copy of the Circle's magazine.
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ASK YOURSELF THREE
QUESTIONS

I. _IIIIEII II'I'II IEE 5“ !  Eli IIIEIII‘I'. IIIEIIPIIEEB
IEIBHIIIIISE l'l' ElllEflTlIIS' F I IBS I I I I  II'I'IIIIIE III'I'S?

I. III TB” Elllllfl' I I I  III TIESE?

STI I IS  III PISI'II. IISI'III‘I'
PIE'I'IIE PUSTBIBBS
EIEIIIEI'I'E IIII Plflll BIIIS
BI IE I IS  III] PIIII'IEIIIIT I'I'EIS
GIIIIS III] BlllllIES
IIIII'IIT. IIIII. III! IIIITIII ITEIS
PIP. S'I'IEE I I I  SGIIEI IEIBIIIILII
IITIEIIPIS
'I'IIIIES I" II! lll'l'll IPIII'I' “II IIIIISPIII'I'
llll “TS
EPIE IE I I .  Illflllilfl I I I  I'III'I'S
IBIIIS
'I'IIE IEIIIIEST [III] IIF EILIEB'I'III'S ITEIS

3.  Illllll III! III! III BE IIFFEIIEI l SELEETIIII IIEEIIlIIIlTJIFIEI
I I  iESS 'I'Illl IIEILEIIS' PIIBES?

lies? then it‘s time you got in on the met and cliscomed ”Milli Allfillfllls, an estalllisiled
carnaarr',r in Bournemouth who hold auctions at alt tlrese items errerl.r month and issue detailed
fia-aage catalogues in advance. Can‘t get down to Bournemouth? Ila emitters! Just liil in the bid
tom and send an open cheque argirre as your credit card number. You set as upper iirnit iar your bid
and rec don't abuse your trust {propriaar is a 405 Mined}. lite system does work! Contact us too it
you wish to sell items to a broad range of interested and motivated oeopie.

Enquiries to Phitie Howard on areas—Isms. lire catalogue at the nest auction costs £2 [annual
subscription In past £22] out can can phone or unite tor your first now FREE.

BIL IHTI  IUE'HIIS. IILIEII'II Illll. I I  III! BIIIS'I'EIIIIISII nun.
IIIIIIIEI'II'I'II. II" " I .
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_ the: Driroaaar’ Labs preaont.-.

The Llll'L ©lllNl© Band I Modulator
You can buvr one now! Due to popular demand {at least three or four

peopie have asked}, we have designed a modulator worthy of the
Dinosaur name. You might expect this product to have one  o r  two
performance enhancing niceties not found on other similar designs and if
so, you will not be disappointed. All this comes on a PCBI [20mm it
30mm. The power requirements are modest, name 12 volts at 50rnA.
The price for the completed board and leads is £30. Customers who have
bought a standards converter from us may deduct £5. The modulator is
designed to be a stand-alone unit but we can build it into new standards
converters {details on request}

NB. Sorry we can ’t fit a modulator inside our original converters {the
connectors are in the wrong places}. We can however modify them to
power an externai moduiator.

Please include postage 3.: packing; £3410 for moduiators. Alternative we
can deliver to most vintage wireless swap meets, or the Vintage Wireless
Museum (by prior arrangement] free of charge. Ask about our Test Card
(I generator too.

STANDARDS CONVERTER NEWS _
The provisional cost for a kit is £2?5 and the completed version will be
£3 H} {or £445 with moduiator]. Place vour order now!

WARNING: Owning a Dinosaur product can seriouslv extend your
choice of vintage viewing. And note... we are, like vou, enthusiasts. We
are not a business. Please confirm price and availability;r before ordering.

Phone: Dave Grant fllfiflfl-flETflBB or Mike lzvckv 01??“8-344506.
. 4 Kembte Drive, Broiniev, Kent. BR2 8P2.
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Treasures in Transition
This is the area for buying and selling all kinds of things to do with television, new or
old. Want to join in? Then send us your advertisement: there is no charge, although
if space is short we may have to ‘prune' out the least relevant adverts or hold them
over until next time. Advertisements are normaliy inserted for two issues: please
indicate if you wish your ad. to run longer. There's no extra charge but we try to
avoid repealing 'staie' materiai. '

WHATS 1" AND  WHATS OUT
These advertisements are primarily for private sales but traders are also welcome.
The Business Advertisements {Disclosure} II‘LZI'rder of I??? requires people who are
commercial dealers to make this fact clear in their advertisements. The letter {1] at
the end of an advertisement indicates that the advertisement is trade' and (NS) that
the advertisement has been placed by a non-subscriber. Any job advertisements are
bound by the Sex Discrimination Act . |9?5 and the Age Discrimination Act. i991

Test card music and old W programmes are is subject to the same rules of
copyright as other recorded works and it is unlawful to sefl amateur or professional
recordings of same. Swapping same for no gain is probably not illegal but 405 Hive
does not want to test the law on this subject so we will only accept advertisements
from people who will indemnify us in this respect.

PLUGS NEEDED
If you are selling any electricai appliance after lst Febmary I995 without a ping on it,
you are breaking the Few. The Department of Trade and industry has announced that
domestic electrical appliances manufactured in or imported to the UK must be fitted
with a correctly fused l3-amp plug.

IMPORTANT DISCLAEHERS
l.  Whilst care is taken to establish the bone fides of advertisers, readers are strongiy
recommended to take their own precaution before parting widi money in response
to an advertisement. We do not accept any responsibility for dealings resulting from
these advertisements, which are published in good faith. That said, we wili endeavour
to deal sympathetically and effectively with any difiiculfies but at our discretion.
Fortunately we have had no problems yet. In related coilecting fields. replicas and
reproductions can be difficult to identify, so beware of any items 'of doubtful origin'
and assure yourself of the authenticity— of anything you propose buying. And try to
have fun: after ail, it's only a hobby!
2. Much of the equipment offered for sale or exchange does not conform to
present-day safety and electric standards. Some items may even be lethal in the
hands of the inexperienced. This magazine takes no responsibility for these aspects
and asks readers to take their own precautions.

STANDARDS CONVERTERS. Building your own is not a realistic proposition
unless you already have advanced design and construction facilities. It's not a task for
amateurs, not even for gifted ones. ”any of the parts needed are available oniy
from professional sources and not in one-off quantities, whilst some previous
designs for converters can no longer be copied because the custom chips are no
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longer made. We recommend the Dinosaur DesignsiDavid Grant product. which
was reviewed in issue l9. Pineapple Video have ceased production of their
converter. Note also David Looser‘s advertisement in this section for a conversion
service.

HODULATORS. Two designs for modulators have been published in Teievisiun
magazine but we don’t recommend either toéy. lIL‘rne uses hard-to-iind
components. whilst the other one is good but requires you to make your own
printed circuit board and wind your own coils very accurately. The good news is
that you can buy an excellent ready-built modulators from Dinosaur Designs {see ad
in this section).

COMPONENTS. Here is a brief list of suppliers; you can have a much extended
mo-page list by asking for FAQ| SHEET 3 and sending one first—class stamp and a SAE
to the editorial address. Host valves and other components are not hard to find: we
can mention Billington Export {Uill-flE-TB496I. £50 minimum order}. Colomor
Ltd {fllfll-Tfl 0899}. Kenzen {MEI-446 4346}. 1'Iv‘ii'ilson Valves (ONE-654650.
42034}. Sound Systems of Suffolk {OMB-TIMES} and PH Components
(DI4T+56052I}. A good non-commercial .suppiier of hard-to-find types is Phil
Taylor. 3 Silver Lane. Billingshurst. Sussex. RHH DEF. For hard—to-lind transistors
we have heard of — but phone numbers may have changed -- AQL Technology
{DI152—34ITF I}. The Semiconductor Archives (mill-69'! T908}. Vectis
Components Ltd. {ODDS-669335} and Universal Semiconductor Devices
Ltd. {0H94- THESE]. NB: Severai of these firms have minimum order levels of
between Eli} and {III}. For American books on old radio and TV. also ali manner of
spares. try Antique Radio Suppiy. {phone 00 l-éfll-BID 54! I , fax DD l~602 820
4643}. Their mail order service is first—class and they have a beautifui free coiour
catalogue for is it color catalogi}. Would you like to recommend other firms? If you
think a firm gives good service please teil us all!

SERVICE DATA. The following firms are noted. and don't forget the annual
volumes 'T'v' 3: Radio Servicing at the public library.
Mr  Bentley. 1? DeVere Gardens. Ilford. Essex. IG I  3EB [filial-554 663i}.
Thousands of technical manuals and service sheets.
Alton Bowman. 4|T2 East Avenue. Canadaigua, NT I4424-9564. USA. Schematics
for ali USA radio, W. organ. etc. equipment I920-I9Ti}.
Hauritron Technical Services. 43% High Street. Chinnor. Uxon.. 0X9 4-D]
{DIMBSIG’i-i. fax DIM352554}. Photocopies of old service sheets. other
technical data.
Savoy Hill Pub-iications. Seven Ash Cottage. Seven Ash. Combe Martin. Devon.
E3134 flPA {MEN-882665}. Large library of service data for photocopying. Fixed
price means you may get a lot — or not a lot — for your money.
Technical information Services. T6 Church Sweet. Larkhall. Lanarks. ML? IHF
{31698—833344i383343. fax 01698-834815}. l"'.~"'I|I"orld's largest selection of manuals.
1930s to current date. British and foreign'.
In addifion. 405 Aliver Bernard Hothersili has offered to photocopy {at cost}
items from his own extensive coliection of service sheets for I950s and oils T‘v" sets.
There are dozens and dozens. mainly Alba. Ekco. Bush. Ferguson”horn. GEC.
Murphy. Perdio. Pilot. also a few Decca. Defiant. HHV. KB. HcMichael. Peto Scott,
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Philco, Regentone and Ultra. Write with international reply coupon plus unstamped
self-addressed envelope to him at 3 Cberrywood Close. Clonsilla. Dublin l5, Eire.

HOW TO WRITE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS THAT WORK
I. Start by mentioning the product or service you are selling or want. By doing so.
you make it easier for the reader.
2. Always include the price. Research has shown that 52 per cent of people who
read classified ads will not respond to ads that fail to mention a price.
3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. 1'l'll'ill the reader know what a N320? is? If it‘s 3
I956 l2’ table model T'v', say so!
4. Put yourself in the position of the reader. Is all the information included!

NOTE Thanks to referrals and mentions in the press we are now receiving a fair
proportion of advertisements of sets for sale from members of the public. We print
their descriptions in good faith but their descriptions may not be as accurate or as
well-informed as those made by, say, a keen and knowledgeable enthusiast.

A PLEA! When sending in your advertisement please do put a date on it. We don‘t
normally type in your advertisement on the day received and instead all small ads go
into a file ready for typing later. But what happens then if I come across three
undated ads all from the same person and one of them says 'This is my new ad,
please cancel previous ones'i It does happen, so please be kind enough to date your
ad.

IS IT VALUE FOR HOME?!
It's unwise to pay too much but it's also unwise to pay too little.

When you pay too much, you lose a little money, that is all. When you pay
too little, you sometimes lose everything because the thing you bought was
incapable of doing the thing you bought it to do.

The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little and getting a lot.
It can't be done. If you deal with the lowest bidder, it's well to set aside something
for the risk you run. And ifyou do that, you will have enough to pay for something
better. [Attributed tojohn Ruskin, f8l9-l9llfl.]

STANDARDS CONVERSION: Available soon, the latest version of our
professionally designed unit for 405 enthusiasts. A high-quality
MODUIATOR is avaflahle now, also a TEST CARD GENERATOR for 435 or
BEE-line use. For more information send SAE and mention which products
you are interested in. Dave Grant, Dinosaur Designs, d Kemhle Drive,
EEOMLEY, Kent, BEE 8P3.

STANDARDS CONVERSION SERVICE: I will convert your SEE-line tapes to
broadcast-standard 495 lines on my digital line-store standards converter.
Free of charge to subscribers of 405 Alive. Please send blank tape [VHS
only] for output and return postage. input tapes can he accepted on Philips
15110, EIA], 1llideoZIIJIflil, Beta or VHS. David Looser, Maristow, Holhrook
Road, Harkstead, IPSWICH, Suffolk, IP9 IBP. Phone 01453-328649.
[Publisher’s note: Data'ds offer is a most generous one and users may care to
send him a fine-will donation towards his not insubstantial construction costs
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as well. There may be a delay in hanrfling conversions ifmony people take up

his offer.]

REPAIRS: vintage TVs, radius and testgear repaired and restored. Personal
attention to every job and moderate prices. Estimates without obligation —
deal with an enthusiast! [BW‘JS and BATE} member] Please include SAE

with all enquiries -— thanks. Dave Higginson, 23 High Street, Misterton,

Doncaster, Yorke, DNlfl dBU. [T]. Tel: BEETSQDFEB.

REPAIRS: vintage Ti? and radio repair service in the South East by
engineer with 23 years in the trade. Contact Camber TV & Video ISentre,

Lydd Road, Camber, Sussex or telephone Peter on [limit—225451 SAE with
enquiries please. I also wish to buy early BBC-only 'I'Us. [T].

SALE: Kenaen is having a sale of valves. Most Ti? types available at £1
each. Send wanm list and SAE for a quotation. Kenzen, Unit 9, 15-20 George
Street, Balsall Heath, BIRMINGHAM B12 BEG [6121—446 4346]. For our
latest free lists please send A4 SAE with 36p stamp. We also supply video

monitors, computers, test gear, oscilloscopes, etc. at bargain prices for

callers. Please telephone first if you wish to pay us a visit. [T]

FOR SALE: Solarli'on Solarscope dual-beam oscilloscope with leads,
adapters and manual, colour 13-inch CRT 4?DD1.BEE for Sony Triuitron

KV—lfllfl, mono 29-inch CRT 120WR, Ultra Junior 15-inch aflfi-line TV,

Ferguson 19-inch float-standard TV based on 95!] chassis, Philips set made
in 19150, Television magazine May IBM-November 1991, hits of TV valves.
Offers? DJ. Price [NS], 65 Ghedworth Road, Hatfield, Bristol, BS?r EEK

{our-see ease].

FOR SALE: three head assemblies for Ampex 1k 10 V’I'R machines, as new.
Plus large quantity of brand-new U—Matic tapes by Ampex, Sony and Kodak.

10,2030: and EU minutes. £15!) each, quantity discount. Andrew Alden,
01484-605935 {NS}.

FOR SALE: a real pre-war rarity! I{llfficial service sheet and circuit diagram
for HEW Qflfl, QDEWoniphone 'E’DI, .Tr'DS, F05 models plus updates and
original factory blueprints for scan coils and mountings {labelled The

Gramophone Company Ltd], £20 plus £1 recorded delivery postage. Also

available oflicial service sheets for Thorn 650 series dual-standard sets

[1963M], EMU models 1324A-1829A [1955 sets], models 1323-1331A[a1so
1955], models 1314i1316 '[19523'3], preliminary sheet for models loan—13%

{1955 again}, spec. sheet for models Mareoniphone WEEDAIVCEEDA, full
book for Marconiphone WEQDAIVGEQDA. VCEDDANGEIDAEFTEEDA, user

instructions] for Ifltfi 2639 19-inch dual-standard set. All these are £1.50
each post-paid. Please ring first to confirm availability before sending

money. Andy Emmerson, Diana-34413:}.

FOR SALE: pro-war radios. Two German Heinempfdnger small People’s
Sets, domestic model with swastika and rarer export model without. Both
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clean, glossy and untouched inside [speaker cloth appears to have been
replaced at some time], £200 the pair. Emerson [USfi] small MWILW table
set like Bush Bit-1890 but 213 size. Very glossy and clean, £‘.?5. Please ring
first to confirm availability. Andy Emmerson, 01694-344130.

FUR SfilJE: Tandherg colour TV, type CTV 2-2-1115, screen 43 in: 3:7a
beautiful wooden cabinet [believed teak], good working order. One of the
best colour TVs ever made. Very modest price. Call Joanna [NS] in central
London, 01271—530 1299 or fax 01?1-539 1244 (sorry, we gave the wrong
numbers last time this advertisement appeared].

FOR SALE: big broadcast camcorder-{ENG camera, over-the-shoulder type.
Idea] conversation piece or ruse to gain entry to prestige events. Appears to
work, need to clear it! £30. Iohn Gamer GBUNZ {NS}, 55 Hythe Hill,
CULCI'IESTER, Essex, C01  ENH. Phone UlZflfi-F‘J‘lfififi.

Fflfl SALE: Hitachi FP-l? colour video camera, in good condition, in a
superb fitted plastic case, with full service and operating manuals. Works
fine but the colours are poor. £50. Harry Woodhouse G3MFW [NS],
Trenoweth, Porthpean, St. flustell, Cornwall, PL25 fifiU. Phone
01172643608.

FOR SALE: Bash W92 bakelite bands Iffl] set, good condition, no cracks in
cabinet, original back and power cable, never plugged in since bought. £150
or nearest offer. Peter Altman [NS] in Edgware, daytime and answering
machine 01?1-410 5913, evenings 0131-953 ??55.

It‘ll-DEW BOOK FUR SALE: MUSTRHL TELEWSIUN by H. fl. Mcfihoe
[Newnes, 195?]. 120 pages, 194 illustrations, sic-library copy. £12.50 plus
F5p postage. LV. Kelly Books, F5??? Chapel Street, Tiverton, Devon, EKIB
5BU [mass-25mm].

FOR BISPDSAL: Ekcovision television. My wife and I have inherited a
1950s television. It is housed in a wooden cabinet, with doors. Built into
the top of the cabinet, underneath a flapflid, is a Garrard record deck. The
certificate on the back of the television provides details on it as follows:

"Licence Plate, Serial number 13155249. ECKDWSIUN. Type
T8833? Television receiverigram. Mains 38200i250 volts, 50 cycles, 150
watts. A product of EKCU Cole Limited Sonthend on Sea, Essex.“
We have tried to give this record player to the Science Museum but they
have failed to reply to correspondence. We are looking for a good home for
the televisionfrecord player. We have recently advertised it in our local
paper and had at least six calls on the first evening. We are not particularly
keen to see the set go to a dealer but rather to a special interest group or
Museum. We look forward to hearing from you. lane and David Holmes
W3], 01295-351350 [Bristol area].

WANTED: I’m desperately looking for Douglas Adams’ Hitchiker... [radio
broadcast or television]. I know it’s a bit younger than the normal wants but
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maybe someone collects them too... Michael Niermann, Ht'rrder Str 21,
58455 1Written, Germany [phone {It} 49 2302—26441].

DATA WANTED: Circuit diagram for a Philips TX-llArBD. If you can
supply a photocopy, please fax the cost of copy and postage. Thanks,
Noriyoshi Tezuka, fax fit} 31 3-3440 3396.

WANTED: Pye 3.5-inch video monitor [valve-type, model 282311343] or the
line output transformer for same. Monitor has a ‘perforated’ metal case. Top '
price or good swaps offered. hady Emmerson, 01564-644130.

VIDEO TAPES: I've just added a TON of new additions to my web site of
rare and classic Til shows available on video including Terry and the
Pirates, Whirlyhirds, Hey Landlordl, Love on a Hoofiop, The Mothers—In-Law,
Nanny and the Professor, Room 222, Sergeant Bilhu, TVBloopers, Ugliest Girl
in TGWH, Your Show of Shows, Checkmate, Hawaiian Eye, 2? Sunset Strip,

S arj'side 6, Ben Casey, Bracken 's World, Ivanhoe, Medical Center, Peyton

Place, Captain Kangaroo, Shindig, Captain Video, Doctor Who, Red Dwarfi
Red Dwarf Bloopers, X Files, Tonight Show, Bat Masterson, Have Gun —Will

Travel, Sky King. Sugarjfoot , Classic commercials, Til show promos and
hiUCH more! Oh, and the Black and White Original Dragnet as well! The
address is: httprllmvwivdialcom

100mm.- UP m ISSUE 33
. . . a veritable feast of articles, photos and letters held over
then pre riously.
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Yes la’ks, you have done us proud eith your contribution
and we have had a field day preparing them for the ne
issue. lire next issue is not due until the New Year but we "I it
make sure it goes out as somr as the Christmas postal nrsh r' 9%
over — smoothing to look forward to in those grey days o
earh/ January. 3;

Hlhat is, if your subscription is paid up. of coursel You ha re
rememlrered. haven "r youat?

- -.—_ ...-_.::.-..-..-:.:.:_---_ —--- n-  . .  :'.:.- '-.'-‘.-- ----— -—"-=-.—'.'..-"‘-".-- - - -~ - -  ..
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This Chn'stmas, the NANCE comes to London!
#

announcing a
NEW Christmas Venue for the

NATIONAL VINTAGE
COMMUNICATIONS FAIR

WEMEILEY - LONDON
Sunday December lst 1996
11am - 4pm - Stalls @ £35

{is
WEMBLEV

CONFERENCE AND
EXHIBITION CENTRE

(NB: The Spring N.V.C.F. will continue to he held
as usual at the NBC. in B’ham every May)

REEF f 2-4 Brook Street, Hampton. Damn E116 9LY. Tel: {111393} 331531
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How TO CONTACT 405 ALIVE
The chief glory of every people nrisesfi-onr its authors.

EVE WANT TU HEAR FROM YOU!
Letters are always welcome and nearly all of them {unless marked Not For
Publication] get pubiished. Lengthy screeds may be edited for clarity.
Eiectronic mail is also weicome. Address this to
midsbires@cir.compniink.co.nk
Advertising rates. Ciassified: free. Display ads, using your artwork: £5 per
half page, £10 full page. Charges must be pre-paid.
Notes 3: Queries [for publication in the magazine]. Keep them coming... and
your answers to them
Enquiries requiring an individual reply. These are answered when time
permits. You must include a stamped addressed enveiope and preferably
also your telephone number [in case it is quicker to telephone a reply].
Please be patient - thanks.
Articles are also most welcome. We get so many good ones that publication
can take up to two years or so, but dont let that deter you. They can
sometimes be held back when we group two or three together when they
support a common ’theme'.
Payment. We‘re a not-for—profit magazine so sadly we cannot pay for
material. On the other hand, full-length feature articles do earn the author a
year's free subscription once published so that’s an incentive. You retain
copyright of your articie so you are free to offer it —- probably in a revised
version — to other, mainstream periodicals to earn some money. At least one
of our contributors does this very successfully.
But I can"; write like the big names do! Don‘t worry. We can sort out your
grammer and speling. It‘s the facts and your ideas that count.
How In submit material. If at ail possible, please TYPE your contributions
using a dark, black ribbon. This enables them to be read straight into the
word-processor by a document scanner. Magic! Contributions on computer
disk are particularly welcome and your disk will he returned. We can
handle most variations of IBM PC and {3PM disks in 3.5’ and 5.25’ size but
please process your words in some'popuiar word-processing format, ideally
as an ASCII or WordStar file. Through the good offices of Radio Bygones,
we can handle Amstrad PCW and Macintosh disks, but not BBC format. If in
doubt please ring first on orsoa—snrso. Thanks. You can now also fax your
letters, ads and articles on oreoasmsar.

HACK NUIHIBERS
1iiirtually all stocks of back issues have been sold now, including combined
edition reprint. Copies of issues 25, 26, 2:? and 23 are available at £2 each
post-paid from the Staffordshire address [cheques payable to The
Radiophile]. In a few cases the editor can lend originals for photocopying.

FAQ FILES
FAQs are frequently asked questions, so we are keeping two files of FAQs
and their answers ready for printing out on request for readers. These files
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will be updated as new information comes in. These two files are already
quite lengthy and contain material already published, so it  would not be fair
on established subscribers to reprint them in the magazine. FAQ file 1 runs
to 24 pages and covers general points about old TV and how to get old
television sets working again. FAQ file 2 is a reprint on all the articles on
test card music and HR station ident themes; it covers 11 pages. FAQ file 1
costs £3.00 and file 2 costs £2110 [both post paid]. These prices cover just
the cost of copying and postage plus the horrendous cost of banking your
cheque [68 pencelj. FAile 3 covers suppliers of hard—to-find components
and service data; for this ’one send one Inst class stamp and a SAE.
[Available from 2'1 Falcutt Way, Northampton, NN2 fiPI-I; cheques payable
to Andrew Emmerson.)

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR OWN COPY OF 405 ALHFE?
Perhaps you are reading a friend's copy -— now you can't wait to receive
your own copy four times a year. Send a cheque for £16 [inland and BFPO]
or a Enrocheque or sterling banke draft for £20 [all other territories] made
out in The Radiophfle, which will pay for a year‘s subscription {four issues].
We regret credit card transactions can no longer be handled. Send money to
‘Iarkhill’, Newport Road, Woodseaves, Stafford, ST20 flNP, not to
Northampton.

TELEPHONE ENQUIRIES REGARDWG SUBSCRIPTIONS
You can call the Staffordshire office on 31235-284696 between 09.00—13.00
or 14.00-12.60 Mondays to Fridays. At other times you will reach an
answering machine. Please do not  ring the Northampton {[11604] namber as
all business details are now handled from Staffordshire.

EXCHANGE PUBLICATIONS
You may wish to contact the following allied interest groups and
publications {please send SAE with all enquiries].

BRITISH VINTAGE WIREIESS SOCIETY: Gerald Wells, Vintage Wireless
Museum, 23 Resendale Road, London, SE21 EDS.
VINTAGE RADIO CIRCLE: Geoff Williams, 4 Sunnyside Park, St Ives,
Ringwoo-d, Hants., BH24 2NW.

BRITISH AMATEUR TEIEVISION CLUB: Dave Lawton GOANO,
Grenehurst, Pinewood Road, High Wycombe, Bunion,- HP'IZ 4DD.
NARROW BANDWID'IH TV ASSOCIATION: Doug Pitt, 1 Burnwood Drive,

Wollaton, Nottingham, NOB 2D].
TEST CARD CIRCLE [TU trade test transmissions and test card music]:
Stuart Montgomery, 2 Henderson Row, Edinburgh, EH3 EDS.
BBC TEST CARD CLUB, Keith Harrier, F Epping Close, Derby, DE3 4HR.
SAVERS OF TELEVISION AND RADIO SHOWS {S.T.A.R.S.], 96 Meadvale
Road, Ealing, London, W5 INR.
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IRISH “VINTAGE RADIO 3: SOUND SOCIETY: Henryr Moore, 9 Auburn
Close, Killiuev, Co. Dublin.
RADIO BYGONES [vintage radio technology]: Geoff Arnold, 9 Wetherhv
Close, Broadstone, Dorset, BH13 3}B.
THE RADIOPI-IELE [vintage radio]: Chas. E, Ivliller, ‘Larkhill’, Newport Road,1Woodseaves, Stafford, STED GNP.
T'EIERADIO NEWS [current radio and TV transmitter news, long-distance
reception]: Keith Hamer, F Epping Close, Derby, DE3 4HR.
TUNE INTO YESTERDAY {Old-Time Radio Show Collectors Association]:
Membership secretary: John Wolstenholme, 56 Melbourne Avenue,
Dronfield Woodhonse, Sheffield, SIB EYW.

WAGE LIGHT MUSIC SOCIETY: Stuart Upton, 4 Harvest Bank Road,
West Wickham, Kent, BR4 9D].
ROBERT FARNON SOCIETY [also light music]: David Ades, Stone Gables,
Upton Lane, Seavington St. Michael, Ilminster, Somerset, TA19 3P2.
NIEMORY IANE {Ffirpm-era popular music}: Ra}:r Pallett, 226 Station Road,
Leigh- on—Sea, Essex, SSH 3B3.
IN TUNE INTERNATIONAL [music of the years 1935-1963]: Colin Morgan,
12 Caer Gofaint, Groes, Denbigh, Clwyd, LL15 5YT.

PRfijECTED PICTURE TRUST [cinema history]: Harold Brown, 3 Eleanor
Gardens, Avleshurv, Bucks, HP21 rFLT.

VWTAGE FIIM CIRCLE: Alex Woolliams, 11 Norton Road, Knowle, Bristol,
334 2E2.

Founder member of the

Publications Guild
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FORTHCOMING RADIOPHILE EVENTS
The nest Radiophile Teaching Workshop will take place on Sunday, l’ith.

November, 1996. Places are limited for this event so please book early. You may use
the form printed below, or, if you do not wish to mutilate your magazine, either

photoacopy it or apply
Radiophile to “Larkhill”, Newport Road,
note: due to demand, applications are

on plain paper. Send with cheque for £25 made out to The
Woodseaves, Stafford, STZU GNP. Please
restricted to Radiophile and 405 Alive

subscribers. Can Ibring a 4US—line television set? Yes, provided that you let us know
in advance, and we will arrange to have a suitable pattern generator available. But,

please, do not expect us to be able to replace items such as mains transformers, line

transformers and cathode ray tubes!
The nest Radiophile Auction will take place in January, 1997 — see panel

below for more details.

FORTHCOMING SPECIAL
AUCTION.

Radiophile’s next Special Auction, to take place in
January, 199?, a t  Sarnbroolr, will ofl'er for sale upwards
of 30D lots, including the contents of a large collection of
transistor radios spanning the late 19505 to  the mid
19'Hls. This collection was built up by an enthusiast who
started at a very early age and who bought as wide a
selection of sets as his pocket would allow. No one who
is interested in transistor receivers should miss this sale.
There will, in addition, he  a good selection of good old
valve vintage receivers and equipment. The exact date of
the saleand other details will be announced in Elie
Radrbpnrfe Clnistmas issue- Catalogues, _price £2
including postage, are in course of preparation and will
be  available approximately 10 days before the sale.

405 IJNE T39. EHTI-EUSIASTS PIJiJlSE NOTE:
A number of interesting vintage TV receivers will be

sold by private treaty. if you would like details please
_write to Dept. '1'2 at Elite Redrbpfifle. '

RADIOPHILE WORKSHOP.
Sunday, l’l'th. November at

Sambrook Village Hall.
I wish to book a place at this workshop:

Name
Address

Past Code.

Telephone No *
[enclose a cheque for £35 made out to The Radiophile.

You are invited to bring along two of your own receivers
to be repaired understuiendsion. Tea ofcoffeeandhiacuirs
will be served on participantsl arrival at the hall at 9.39.
There will be another break for refreshments at approaimatley
11am, lunch will be  served at 1-00pm. and there will be a
mid afternoon teafcoffee break. Nominally the workshop will
finish at 5.00p.rn. but it has been known to go on until after
?p.ru. if there are sets of great interat being repairedl

TRIED [ No need to worry' lllllt
awn MILE." about what

TRUE l| ' '- ' polish to use on
yillll . W Fried
' ..~_. ill bakehte radio or

lwgh‘flv II television set -Lil -—
t" BAKE—O—BRYTE

Only Item The Rudiophfle is the answfin
Use on chrome, too Available in

handy tubes, BAKE-O-BRYTE costs only
£2 (£2.50 by post) RfifilSB harsh

substitutes, use only the best!
SEND YOUR {SHEQUE TO THE USUEL RADIOPHJIE EDDRESS venue can be arranged if required at reasonable rates.
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* Don’t forget to make out cheques to
The Radiophile

A WORD OR TWO ABOUT THE DISPOSAL
OF COLLECTIONS.

It may happen that you, or  someone you know, is
anxious to dispose of a collection of radio sets, etc.. What
do you do“?I You could, of course, advertise them on the
open market, but all too often this leads to a time-
oonsuming and perhaps distressing number of visits to
your house by people who may or may not genuinely be
interested in buying, and who at best are likely only to take
the “cream” and to leave you still saddled with the rest.
Fortunately, there is an alternative:
RADIDPHILE WAGE RADIO AUCTIONS

at which you may dispose of vintage radio receivers in
large or  small quantities a t  one clean sweep and with
complete confidentiality. Please write or  telephone for a
friendly discussion of your needs. Transport to the sale
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THE BACK PAGE
405 Alive (ISSN 0969-8884) is an independent, not-for-profit magazine
devoted to the study and preservation of old television technology and
programming. It has no connection with, and is not subsidised by, any other
organisation. Publication is four times a 12—month subscription period but not
at set times.

Editorial policy. This magazine acts not only as a forum for research, the
republication of archive material and as a monitor of current developments
but also as a means for all interested in this field to keep in touch. Readers
are encouraged to submit articles, photographs, notes and letters.

We print readers' addresses only in small advertisements or when otherwise
asked to. We are always happy to forward letters to contributors if postage is
sent. Ail work in connection with 405 Alive is carried out on a voluntary
unpaid basis — sorry, it's only a hobby! —- but writers retain copyright and are
encouraged to republish their articles in commerciai publications.

Legal niceties. E&OE. Whilst every care-is taken in the production of this
newsletter, the editor accepts no legal responsibility for the advice, data and
opinions expressed. 405 Alive neither endorses nor is it responsible for the
content of advertisements or the activities of those advertisers. No guarantee
of accuracy is implied or given for the material herein. Authors are alone
responsible for the content of their articles, including factual and legal
accuracy. From time to time uncredited illustrations appear in this publication;
every effort is made to avoid infringing copyright and the editor trusts that any
unintended breach will be notified to him so that due acknowledgement can
be made. The contents of the newsletter are covered by copyright and must
not be reproduced without permission, although an exception is made for
other not—for—profit publications (only) wishing to reprint short extracts or
single articles and then only if acknowledgement is given to 405 Alive.

Copyright (c) 1996 by Andrew Emmerson and contributors.

Produced in

MIDDLE‘ENGLAND

Ed IMPORTANT POSTAL INFORMATION @
lf undelivered please return to The Rodiophile, Lorkhili, Newport

Rood, Woods-eaves. STAFFORD, ST20 ONP, England.
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